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About the Author

E. Paul Torrance, Alumni Foundation Distinguished Professor and
Head of the Department of Educational Psychology at the University
of Georgia, has earned an international reputation as a preeminent
and pioneer researcher in creativity and culturally different children.

Dr. Tvrance has diverse experience in teaching, counseling, and
conducting research. He has taught high school students, directed a
counseling program for disabled veterans and served as Research
Director of the. Survival Research. 'Field Unit of the Air Force
Personnel and Training Research Ceinter. His major research in
creativity spans the last two decades, beginning when he was
appointed Director of the Bureau of Educational Research at the
University of Minnesota in 1958. During this 8 years tenure. Dr.
Torrance accomplished a large part of the research in developing the
Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking. In 1966 he joined the-faculty at
the University of Georgia as Head of the Department of Educational
Psychology and Director of the Georgia Studies of Creative Behavior.
During the last 10 years Dr. Torrance has continued his research in
methods of assessment and development of creative behavior. A
significant portion of this research has been directed toward discov-
ering talent potential among disadvantaged children and youth.

Dr. Torrance is the author of numerous journal articles and books,
including Guiding Creative Talent: Educ- :ion and the Creative
Potential: and Gifted Children in the Classroom.1-le has co-edited
Creative Learning and Teaching: Educating the A blest; and Issues and
Advances in Educational Psychology. As a researcher, educator, and
writer, Dr. Torrance has made an invaluable contribution by helpit'a
other educators understand the results of his research so that they
may develop and implement programs which will nurture the special
creative abilities of children from all cultural backgrounds.



Foreword

O I must warn .the reader in advance that many of the insights and
proposed solutions described in this monograph lack data support
insofar as traditional empirical research is concerned. They are
supporLd primarily by my own personal experiences in tiling to
discover and nurture giftedness among culturally different children,
those of my wife, and those of my associates, primarily at the
University of Georgia; the results of the few descriptive and experi-
mental studies I have conducted; and wide reading of the biographies
and autobiographies of gifted, culturally different people who have
made outstanding achievements. Throughout the monograph I have
tried to make clear the basis for my proposals.

In my opinion, what is presented here is not "arm chair specula-
tion." I recognize that many readers will consider it just this and
ignore it. I hope that others will be challenged by some of the insights
and proposed solutions and will test them through both rigorous
research and professional practice.

I doubt that our society is yet ready to support much research into
the issues raised in this monograph. It is doubtful that any private
foundation or governmental agency would support such research.
There are, fortunately, other ways of getting research donenot big
research projects, but significant ones nonetheless. Changes have -
been occurring, and much can be done to create a readiness for
research eitti for changes in policies and practices.
" Thismonograph w..., prepared about two years ago. After lengthy
reviews, I was uncertain about how to revise it. There was simply
little or nothing that I could do about the lack of rigorous research to
support my insights and proposed solutions. Yet I felt that these
insights and proposed solutions had validity and could make a differ-
ence in the lives of gifted, culturally different children. With lune B.
jordan's encouragement, I finally decided to go ahead and revise the
monograph for publication. Readers must evaluate my insights and
proposed solutions in the light of their own experiences. I can only
hope that someone will accept the challenge of testing them.

VII

E. Paul Torrance
June 1977
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Overview

Et Numerous groups of educators now seem ready to do "something"
about discovering and nurturing giftedness in culturally different
students. Most groups, however, seem to be at a loss as to what to do.

e the problem is so complex and since each group confronts such
difftrent problems, it would not be possible in this monograph to set
forth a set of solutions tharwould help all groups interested in doing
something about discovering and nurturing giftedness among cultur,
ally different students. Instead, I shall try to make this monograph
basically a resource book of alternatives, which I hope will be of some
help to any group really interested in discovering and nurturing
giftedness among the culturally different.

OBJECTIVES

More specifically, this monograph will:

1. Identify the more important issues and trends associated with the
discovery and nurture of giftedness among the culturally differ-
ent.

2. Identify some of the more useful standardized screening
procedures for identifying giftedness among these groups.

3. Identify some of the more promising screening procedures now
under development.

4. Suggest a variety of nonpsvchometric procedures for discovering
giftedness.

5. Suggest ways of making existing procedures more useful.
5. Suggest ways of developing effective programs for nurturing

giftedness among culturally different children.

In the course of my work with culturally different children I hay
developed some well defined biases and some procedures that I
believe are useful in both discovering and nurturing giftedness amo
the culturally different. While I shall try to be as objective as possible

8



Overview

in presenting the contributions of others, users of this monograph
should be warned that my own solutions will dominate perhaps more
than they should. Because I know more about these than I do about the
solutions that others have developed, I hope this will be understood
and tolerated.

THE PROBLEM

Those groups concerned with the identification and development of
giftedness seem to be approaching consensus on at least two points:
There is a great deal of giftedness among the culturally different, and
the waste or underuse of these resources is tragic. Almost everyone
also agrees that traditional identification procedures such as Intelli-
gence tests, College Board Entrance Examinations, Graduate Record
Examinations, and the like are inappropriate for discovering gifted-
ness ,among culturally different groups. There is also growing
agreement that existing school programs are biased against cultural-
ly different groups. However, this conclusion is still not widely
accepted.

Inadequacies of Traditional Tests

Documentation of these conclusions is voluminous. In the 1930's and
1940's, pioneering efforts such as those of Otto Klineberg (1935,1944)
and Allison Davis and his associates (Davis, Gardner, & Gardner,
1941) presented considerable data concerning the inappropriateness
of traditional intelligence tests and the loss of talent among Blacks. In
the early 1960's, efforts such as thorn of Hoffman (1962) and Black
(1963) contributed to a growing awareness of the inadequacies of
intelligence tests, college admission tests, and graduate admission
tests and raised serious issues about their role in denying opportuni-
ties to gifted individuals from culturally different groups. Generally,
measurement establishments seemed to be unimpressed by these and
other arguments and data and defended traditional assessment
procedures. However, when the controversy moved from books,
college and university classrooms, and professional meetings to
courts of law, the consideration of other alternatives became more
serious. Thus far, most of the legal confrontations have been con-
cerned not with the denial of opportunities to gifted students but with
the incorrect placement of children in programs for mentally retarded
students. More recently, there has been increasing doncern about the
effects of tests in denying culturally different students access to
college and graduate training (Astir, 1975; Goolsby, 1975). Thus far,
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there has been a general evasion of the issues concerning violations of
the civil rights of gifted, culturally different students.

Kamin (1974), Miller (1974), and Samuda (1975) provide summaries
-of the issues and consequences associated with the use of tests in
discovering giftedness among the culturally different. In The Science
and Politics of I.Q., Kamin shmved how intelligence tests were used in
the early 1900's to deny the e..,rance of culturally different groups to
the United States and examined the evidence concerning the
heritability of intelligence. This book is perhaps the most extensive
Asponse thus far to the arguments of Jensen (1989, 1972), and
Herrnstein (1973) concerning this issue. Miller's The Testing of Mack
Students: A Symposium is a collection of 10 articles by educational
researchers concerning the critical issues of educational and psycho-
logical testing of minority group children. Samuda's Psychological
Testing -of American Minorities: Issues and Consequences presents
perhaps the most thorough an i balanced view of the issues and con-
sequences of the psychological testing of minorities in the United
States. This book includes a compendium of tests for minority ado-
lescents and whits. Though somewhat narrow and biased in
treatment, the book does consider some of the alternatives to tradi-
tional standardized tests and attempts to identify trends.

Ineffectiveness of Education Programs
Coleman (1966) and Jencks (1972) documented the ineffectiveness of
the edimation of the past in making a difference in the lives of cultur-
ally different students. Some of the responses to these reports have
sought the reason for these findings. In an issue of the Harvard
Educational Review concerned with perspectives on the Jencks
report, a group of Black educators (Edmonds et al.,1073) seemed to get
to the heart of the problem. Some of their charges included:

By grade 9. many poor children are lass than enthusiastic about school
largely because they have learned little in relation to what should be
taught and because the school milieu is culturally responsive to the
affluent, which is another way of saying it is antipoor. (p. 81)

Until public schools are held responsible for responding to children
rather than the other way around, no test of public inst-uction will have
occurred (p. 82)

. people vary in their cognitive styles and . until schools learn to
recognize this and plan different ways of teaching the requisite skills to
all children, they will not come close to providing equality of educational
opportunity. (p. 83)

. the compensatory interventions analyzed by Jencks deny cultural dif-
ferences or cultural pluralism. Such interventions were doomed to failure
from the start. (p. 84)

10
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The problem, then, seems to be one for which "more and better of the
same" is not enough. Different alternatives must be produced,
explored, and evaluated. First, let us examine the issues and,trends
that have emerged from recent discussions.

U

MAJOR ISSUES

The attempts of Riessman (1962), Clark (1965),' and Fantini and
Weinstein (1968) to identify the major issues involved in diicovering
and nurturing giftedness in the culturally different are well known.
The more recent work of Samuda (1975) was concerned primarily
with the issues involved in the psychological testing of minorities.
One of the more future oriented and balanced summaries of the issues
has been provided by Brueh (1975). On the basis of'her review and
evaluation of the literature and her experience in searching for gifted
students among disadvantaged groups, she identified four major
issues, which are briefly summarized here.

The first issue identified by Bruch concerns the middle class,
mainstreani bases of measurement instruments used in identifying
giftedness. She pointed out that there is fairly general agreement that
intelligence tests were designed for middle class populations and that
their use limits selection for special programs to mainstream abilities
(Gallagher, 1974). She maintained that a conflict between minority
and majority cultures is evident in the mainstream culture's lack of
recognition or underestimation of abilities in minorities. For exam-
ple, poor test performances among children who live in poverty may
be associated with neglect of physical and psychological needs. Both
culturally different and poor children frequently demonstrate low self
concept and motivation on mainstream tests.

Bruch saw future hope in the difference and bicultural models as
opposed to the deficit ls that have dominated recent compensa-
tory education efforts. difference models focus measurement on the
characteristics nurtured by a particular culture. The bicultural
models focus on the ual cultural experiences of ethnic and other
Cultural identity gro s, and measurement procedures are directed to
combinations of rele ant cultural and mainstream characteristics.

The second issue` identified by Bruch is related to the neglect of
known subcultural values, abi'ities, and specific knowledge -in
current assessment instruments and procedures. She pointed out that
no test developer has made a systematic and thorough study of the
types of information valued in Black culture and stressed the need for
modifying standardized instruments with consideration of word
usage in various culturally different groups. She also charged that
ignoring variations and subtleties of language in different cultural

11 ,
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6 Diicavery and Nurturance of Giftedness in the Culturally Different

groups frequently elicits "culturally right" ,but wrong"
answers. Vontress (19711 contended that the behavioral style
required in traditional testing does not util!7.e the personal style
qualities of culturally different children.

A third issue conceptualized by Bruch is concerned witf. further
motivational negatives related to educators, test administrators, and
test administration procedures. The biases of educators who are
straitjacketed by traditional IQ conceptS are reinforced by the
inability of who cannot accept cultural pluralism and measures
growing out of cultural pluralism. Mainstream biases interfere with
the consideration of values from tither cultures and prevent some
educators from accepting the cognitive and behavioral strengths of
culturally different students. In fact, many of them regard these
strengths as negatives and try to extinguish them rather than use
them constructively.

Bruch pointed out that the negative expectancies of test administra-
tors may affect the performance of the culturally different and
emphasized the importance of good rapport, especially in individual
testing. Culturally different children may resent mainstream culture
tests and display low motivation. Bruch also cited the importance of
the appropriateness of the social setting.

The fourth general measurement issbe ci' ' by Bruch concerns the
fallacies of measurement among cultuily different groups.
Participants in a national conference on giftedness among culturally
different students contended that one important barrior to
identification of giftedness among the culturally different is the belief
that objective measurement is the only way to measure (Gallagher.
1974). Many scholars also question the reliability and validity of
intelligence measures of giftedness among the culturally different.
Other myths cited by Bruch include the assumption that IQ tests
measure innate ability relatively without the influence of experience,
the belief that IQ tests measure unitary abilities, and the assumption
that such tests adequately sample all intellectual talents.

SOME TRENDS

Perhaps the most comnlete survey relevant to the discovery of
giftedness among the culturally different is one prepared by Samuda
(1975). He stated his belief that trends are in the direction of
expansion and elaboration of psychometric strategies rather than the
abolition of tests as recommended by several professional and lay
groups. He admitted, however, that changes are mandatory if the
makers and users of tests are to discharge their functions responsibly.

1
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Furthermore, William W. Turnbull in ' he Foreword of Samuda's book
seemed to sanction this position and admitted that "not all is well."
Samuda identified the following six trends, which may provide a
background against which to consider the future alternatives
proposed in this monograph.

The first trend is illustrated by the common response of test pro-
ducers to charges that testing practices keep culturally different stu-
dents in inequitable educational situations. The test producers have
maintained that the fault is not with the tests but with the teachers,
counselors, and administrators who use them. They maintain that it is
not the tests that are unfair but that it is life that is unfair to cultural-
ly different students. (In the next section of this monograph, a number
of existing instruments that have been adapted for use with cultural-
ly different groups will be identified, and suggestions will be made for
making them more helpful.)

The second trend identified by Samuda is concerned with the need
for training and sensitizing test users to possible misinterpretations
of test scores as a result of certain kinds of technical and psychologi-
cal contamination. He cited such basicissues as lack of reliable dif-
ferentiation in the range of minority group scores, which tend to
cluster at the lower end of the total range; lack of pi edictive validity
when scores are compared with standardization samples of a dif:Pr-
ent sociocultural background (Editor's note: Validity in testing refers
to the instrument's ability to measure correlates with real life per-
formances of the same mental tasks.); and emphasis on understanding
the sociocultural background of the group being tested. This trend, as
well as the first, reflects a deficit model in dealing with culturally dif-
ferent students. Tests are viewed as predicting the success of stu-
dents in overcoming the deficiencies that an unfair social system has
forced on them.

The following is an excellent example of how the contaminating
factors identified by Samuda affect research results. A number of
studies have shown fairly high positive correlations between mea-
sures of creative thinking and measures of reading comprehension,
while other studies have shown no statistically significant relation-
ships between these two kinds of variables (Torrance, 1965a; Abbott,
1973). A closer examination of these studies shows that in all of them
there is no significant relationship between the measures of creative
thinking and measures of reading comprehension when the study
population includes a wide range of socioeconomic status and both

' Black and White children. However, when all Members of the study
sample are Black or lower socioeconomic status, relationships
between these two kinds of variables are consistently rather high and
in the positive direction. Similarly, Wen all members of the study

13
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8 Discovery and Nurturance of Giftedness in the Culturally Different

sample are from the middle socioeconomic class, the relationships are
also positive and statistically significant. This phenomenon occurs
because there is no statistically significant difference in the creative
thinking abilities of Blacks and Whites or of lower and middle class
children and there are differences in the reading comprehension of
these groups.

Samuda's third trend concerns the use of measures of the environ-
ment to bolster and supplement scores from traditional intelligence
tests, Advocates of this trend (Wolf, 1964) maintain that the addition
of a measure of the environment greatly enhances the estimation of
academic achievement. I have not seen sufficient evidence of this
practice or of the tools for accomplishing this goal to consider it as "a
trend" at the present time. Certainly, adequate guidelines do not yet
exist for making it a,practical trend.

Samuda's fourth trend is one especially espoused by Mercer (1971).
It calls for a pluralistic sociocultural perspective on the testing of
minorities. This trend is consistent with the modified use of stan-
dardized measures of intelligence. Mercer's proposal would require
that norms be developed for each sociocultural group within the
ethnic group to which the individual belongs on the basis of family
charty,teristics. An individual's IQ would be determined and inter-
preted in relation to norms developed for his or her own sociocultur-
al group, In this way, intellectual subnormality (or suneriority) would
be associated with the lowest (or highest) scores for the individual's
sociocultural group.

Samur,la's fifth trend departs from traditional testing and deficit
models. It involves the development of new measures consistent with
the special language characteristics of minority individuals. It is more
in line with the differences model referred to by Bruch. Labov (1971)
and other advocates of this trend contend that tests using Standard
English can only judge the abilities of individuals accustomed to
using Standard English, that nonstandard vernacular is not in itself
an obstacle to learning, and that the use of formal speech patterns
does not necessarily coincide with logical thought. Another major
argument is that such tests would enable culturally different chil-
dren to respond to tests with less anxiety or emotional threat.

The sixth and last trend identified by Samuda emphasizes descrip-
tion and prescription rather than prediction and selection. It departs
from traditional testing, since it focuses on the descriptive, diagnos-
tic, and qualitative analysis of behavior. Those who advocate this
trend regard tests as a fundamental means for making education more
accessible to culturally different students without penalizing a
person for not belonging to the middle class mainstream culture. This
trend implies an extension of existing tests and-a broadening of the

14
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varieties of competencies and skills assessed. Testing procedures
would involve not only objective type items but also open ended
probes designed to include atypical patterns and varieties of learning.

Unfortunate ly,,Samuda's survey virtually ignored a vast array of
work that has emerged largely among those who have been interested
in discovering different kinds of giftedness using multitalent
approaches (Bruck, 1971, 1973, 1974; Fredrickson & Rothney, 1972;
Guilford, 1967, 1975; Meeker, 1969; Meeker & Sexton, 1972; Talents
Unlimited, 1974a, 1974b; Taylor & Ellison, 1975; Torrance, 1970, 1971,
1974a, 1975). This work represents what might be regarded as two
additional trends. One such trend is an emphasis on multiple talents
and a resulting expansion of abilities beyond what is implied in
Samuda's sixth trend. The other trend involves the search for abilities
especially encouraged by culturally different groups.

MODIFIED TRADITIONAL PROCEDURES

A variety of attempts have been made to modify traditional measures
of intellectual talent to make them mote appropriate for use with cul-
turally different students. V- se attempts range from translations
into the language of the specific cultural group through modifications
of instructions, the substitution of more appropriate stimulus mate-
riais, special scoring systems, elimination of time limits, and the like.
Illustrations of these will be given and more complete information can
be obtained from such sources as Samuda's (1975) Psychologidal
Testing of American Minorities: Issues and Consequences and
Buros's (1972) The Seventh Mental Measurement Yearbook.

Translations and Riling's*: Editions

A number of traditional tests have been translated into Spanish and
other minority group langu-ges. Both the Wechsler Adult Intelligence
Scales and The Wechsler Intelligence Scales for Children (Wechsler,
1951, 1968) are available in Spanish translations. Some tests have
also been published in parallel English and Spanish editions. An ex-
ample of this practice is the Inter-American Series: Test of General
Ability (Manuel, 1967). A verbal score is obtained from the sentence
completion and word relations subtests, a nonverbal score from the
analogies and figure classification subtests, and a number score from
the number series and computation subtests. Although reliability
data are available, validity and normative data are reported as being
weak (Samuda. 1975). (Editor's note: In the testing field, reliability
refers to how well an instrument agrees with itself over time.)

Currently there are attempts by test makers to overcome some of the
common weaknesses of translations of mainstream tests. Hardy
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(1975) listed the following as the most frequently cited weaknesses of
translations:

1. Translation does not eliminate items that are culturally biased.
2. Translations usually do not allow for local dialect variations.
3. Translations often affect item difficulty due to differences of

lexical items across languages.

Hardy further illustrated how these weaknesses were at least reduced
by the collaboration of bilingual educators in the Spanish translation
of CIRCUS. an assessment of the needs of preprimary children.

Special Scoring of Strengths

Bruch (1971) suggested that traditional instruments such as the
Stanford-Binet and Wechsler scales be scored so as to highlight the
specific strengths of culturally different and disadvantaged groups.
Most of her own work has been with the Stanford-Binet, and she has
identified the strengths of Black, disadvantaged, gifted children. For
purposes of screening and identification of gifted, Black, disadvan-
taged students, Bruch suggested u.;ing items designated as:

1. Space relations and tests in musical form.
2. Memory items on various tests of ability and achievement.
3. Logical reasoning or problem solving tests.
4. Tests involving all but verbal singe units.
5. Tests requiring classification, particularly in space relations

items.
6. Items requiring understanding of the integrated ",whole" or total

System, primarily of a figural nature.

Halpern (1573), reported somewhat similar results for southern
Black people with the Wechsler scales. She found that this group
scored best on the comprehension, arithmetic, similarities, and digits
forward subtests. On the basis of her intensive work with southern
Blacks and her familiarity with their experiences, she also offered a
rationale for their poor performance on the other scales.

Mercer's (1971) approach (described earlier} is another variation of
attempts to use traditional tests to make a more accurate estimate of
the "true" pi.tential of culturally different students. To accompany
this approach to traditional tests, however. Mercer (1973) developed
The Adaptive Behay.4r Inventory for Children to provide a measure
of how well children have learned-kb-adapt to their environment. In

. addition, Mercer also developedThe'Health History and Impairment
Inventory as a further aid in interpreting psychometric information.
This combined approach provides what Mercer terms a "System of
Multicultural Pluralistic Assessment."
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Adaptations in Verbal Content, Time Limits, and Instructions

In exploring possible traditional methods of assessment, the school
psychologist or other talent searcher should not overlook altogether
some of the old instruments that have adaptations for various kinds of
handicapped persons. Soine of these are expensive in terms of
administration time, but there are occasions when such expenditures
may be justified. The following are examples of a few such
instruments.

1. Arthur Point Scale of Performance Tests, Forms I and II by Grace
Arthur, 1947. Form I is available from Stoelting Company, 424
North Homan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60624, and Revised Form II
is available fronitsyehological Corporation, 304 East 45th Street,
New York, New Yoi 4k 10017. These are individually administered
tests for the age range of 4.5 to superior adult. They can be
administered to students with learning disabilities or defective
speech, non-English speaking students, deaf students, and the like.
Minimal use of language is required.

2. Chicago Non-Verbal Examination by A. W. Brown, 1963. There is
only one ferm of this test, and it may be used for the age range of 6 to
adult. It is available from psychological Corporation. It is designed
specifically for children handicapped in the uce of the English
language, such as deaf children, children with reading difficulties,
and children with a foreign language background. The test may be
administered with either verbal or pantomime instructions. The
standardization sample included 30% foreign born.

3. !PAT Culture Fair Intelligence Test: Scales I, II, and III by R. B. and
A. K. S. Cattel, 1963. Scale I is for elementary school ages; Scale II is
for ages 8 through 13 and average adults; and Scale III is for grades
9 through 12 and superior adults. All scaler are available in two
equivalent forms from Institute for Personality and Ability Test-
ing, 1602 Coronado Drive, Champaign, Illinois 61820. These scales
were designed for use with persons having different national
languages and cultures or those influenced by very different social
status and education.

4. Leiter International- Performance Scale by R. G. Leiter, 1965. This
test is available in one form only from Stoelting Company. This is
an individually administered, nonverbaitest which may be used
with persons ranging frsan age 2 to adults. It is apprOpriate for
persons with speech- and auditory handicaps, illiterates, the
foreign born, and the educationally and culturally different
because it is administered wi, iut language. Norms are available
for a variety of culturally different groups, types of handicap, and
the like.

1



12 Discovery, and Nurturom e of Giftedness in the Culturally Different

5. Raven's Progressive Matrices Test by J. C. Raven, 1947. This is a
group administered test available in a variety of forms and two lev-
els from Psychological Corporation. The test consists of 60 desligns,
called matrices, all lacking a piece that the subject selects from a
given number of alternatives. The matrices are arranged in order of
increasing difficulty. This test has been widely used in England
and in cross cultural research, and some users believe that it is
especially effective in discovering high levels of giftedness in a va-
riety of cultures. The test is primarily nonverbal; instructions are
reduced to a minimum; and no time limit is imposed.

6. Test of General Ability by J. C. Flanagan, 1960. This is another
group administered test and is available in two levels, one for
grades 6 to 9 and the other for grades 9 through 12, from Science
Research Associates, 259 East Erie Street, Chicago, Illinois 60611.
It was designed as a measure of general intelligence and learning
ability independent of school acquired skills such as arithmetic
and reading. The publisher states that the test is appropriate for
students from culturally different backgrounds. The examiner's
manual has been translated into Spanish. In addition to traditional
types of group intelligence test items, an attempt is made to assess
ability to recognize relationships, systematize and relate new
information to knowledge already possessed, understand relation-
ships, and form concepts.'

The six tests cited above are offered Only as illustrations of tests
that have built in adaptations designed to-make them appropriate for
use with culturally different students. No attempt has been made to
provide a comprehensive list.

INSTRUMENTS THAT SEEM TO LACK CULTURAL BIAS

Most of the instruments already described, in spite of the various
kinds of adaptations that have been made, appear to have racial and
soniatuittral biases. In fact, I am aware of only two instruments
useful in identifying giftedness thaf seem to lack cultural bias, the
Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking (Torrance, 1966/1974, 1971) and
Taylor and Ellison's (1966) Alpha Biographical Inventory. Because of
their apparent lack of cultural bias, both of these instruments will be
described and discussed in terms of implications for the discovery of
giftedness among culturally different group's.

The Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking

The Torrance Tests of Creativ Thinking, Figural and Verbal Forms A
and B (Torrance, 196611974) and other proCedures my associates and I
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have developed for assessing creative potential (Torrance, Khatena, &
Cunnington, 1974) are open ended and permit students to respand in
terms of their own experiences, whatever these may have been.
Respondenti are also encouraged to use whatever language or dialect
they find most comfortable. The basic batteries are designed for use
with the entire educational range from kindergarten through graduate
and professional school. Thus far, these batteries have been trans-
lated and used in at least 25 different languages.

In these basic batteries, an effort was made to sample as many dif-
ferent types of thinking involved in creative behavior as econom-
ically possible. The figural batteries each consist of three 10 minute
tasks, and the verbal batteries each include two 10 minute tasks and
five 5 minute tasks, each sampling different kinds of thinking. In
selecting tasks, an effort was made to choose tasks moderately related
to one another but each related to criteria of creative behavior. An
effort was made to use stimulus material equally familiar or equally
strange to all cultural groups.

A considerable amount of validity evidence has been accumulated
for these tests (Torrance, 1966/1974), linking test performance to real
life creative achievement. In a review of 13 predictive validity stud-
ies (Torrance, 1972a, 1972b) childhood test performante seems to be
linked with adult real life performance. In a lung range predictive
validity study involving high school students tested in 1959 and
followed up in 1971, a canonical correlation of .51 was obtained. At
certain grade levels, correlations in the .60's predominated.

A survey of several hundred studies (Torrance, 1967) indicated that
the median coefficient of correlation between scores on the verbal
tests of creative thinking is .21. and on the figura' tests the median
coefficient of correlation is .06. Over a period of about 15 years, a
consistent fir,ding has been that selecting the top 20% in IQ would.
mean the exclusion of 70% of the top 20% on tested creativity. Thus,
the Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking identify a somewhat differ-
ent group of gifted students than do tests of intelligence.

Whether one agrees or disagrees with the conclusions reached by
Jensen (1969, 1972): Herrnstein (1973), and others on matters of
intelligence, race, and socioeconomic status, the fact remains that
there are racial and socioeconomic differences in measured intelli-
gence and that these differences are fairly corsistent. Appendix A is a
survey of 20 independent studies of the effects of race and socioeco-
nomic status on performance on the Torrance Tests of Creative
Thinking. An analysis of the results of these 20 studies indicates that
in 869! of the comparisons, the finding was either "no difference" or
differences in favor of the culturally different group. In general,
Blacks and disadvantaged groups appear to excel on the figural tests.
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In formal school settings, there is a tendency for Blacks and
disadvantaged groups to perform less well than mainstream,advan-
taged groups on the verbal tests. However, this does not seem to occur
in studies conducted in certain sections of the United States (e.g.,
Wisconsin and Michigan). Even in those sections of the country where
affluent, mainstream children excel on the verbal tests in formal
school settings, this does not occur when the handicapping influence
of writing, spelling, and language is eliminated.

The Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking also seem to assess
abilities that are little influenced by heredity. For example, a study by
Pezzullo, Thorsen, and Madaus (1972) found no evidence of heredi-
tary variation in either the figural or verbal= forms of the Torrance
tests. Their subjects were 37 pairs of fraternal twins and 28 pairs of
identical twins who were carefully tested. These investigators 'ound
that short term memory (Jensen's Level I abilities) has only a
moderate index of heritability, .54; the general intellective factor
(,ensen's Level II abilities) has a relatively high index of-heritability,
.85. The heritability index for the figural and verbal measures of the

,Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking approached zero. Another twin
study by Richmonc' (1968) similarly found noevidence of heritability
for the abilities assessed by the Torrance tests. Davenport (.1967),
using _the Getze1S- and Jackson (1962) measures, did find weak
evidence for heritability on most of these measures of creativity. The
indications were so weak, however, that Davenport concluded that
there was a wide margin in which experience could influence the
creative thinking abilities.

Continued Refinement of the Torrance Teats

A number of scoring and administration innovations now being tested
and validated may make the Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking
even more useful than they now are in discovering giftedness among

the culturally different. During the past four years, extensive work
has been done on the development of streamlined methods of scoring
that will require less time and provide more information concerning
indicators of giftedness.. The streamlining has been accomplished for
the figural tests by eliminating the flexibility score, estimating the

elaboration score on a five point scale for each task, and redefining
originality as the number of uncommon responses. Additional infor-
mation consists of scoring for degree of abstraction of titles, resis-
tance to premature closure in the incomplete figures task, and
combinations or syntheses in both the incomplete figures and
repeated figures tasks; the use of checklists for the occurrence of
expressions of feeling and emotion; articulateness in telling a story
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hrough drawings and titles, movement and action in drawings,
expressiveness of titles, unusual visual perspective in drawings,
interial visualization in drawings, humor in titles and drawings, and
quickness of warm -up. On the basis of the literature on creative
iftedness, each of these indicators seems to be characteristic of high
hievers. Some of them (e.g., unusual visualization and synthesis)

have been validated in longitudinal validity studies (Torrance, 1972a,
1972b1, and further studies are now under way.

In using the streamlined scoring, one may use the additional
information only to provide cues of strengths that may be used in
planning learning activities, or scores may be combined into an index,
which theoretically reflects a summation of the creative energy
displayed by the respondent. On the basis of present information, this
index seems to provide &better indicator of giftedness than does stan-
dard scoring.

Over a- period of 10 or mike years, my students and I have
experimented with a variety of warm-up procedures in administering
the Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking (Aliotti, 1969:-Arnold, 1975:
Nash, 1971: White, 1975). The results thus far indicate that a variety
of different kinds of warm-ups might require too much time, and the
procedures used by Aliotti, Nash, and Arnold were fairly elaborate.
However, White's more recent studies indicate that each of three
rather standardized warm-ups of less than 10 minutes (movement,
drawing, and verbal brainstorming) is effective in administering the
figural tests.

Most of the experimentation with permitting respondents-to the
Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking to use the language or dialect
with which they are most comfortable has been informal. The
observed effects seem to be quite dramatic, however, and the practice
seems: to be suppyrted by a considerable body of research and
observations that indicate culturally different student% are quite
articulate in peer and informal situations, whereas they are qui'
nonverbal and inarticulate in formal school situations and with
adults. In a study of the creativity of bilingual adolescents, Carringer
(1974) found that permitting responses in both languages (English
and Spanish) facilitated higher levels of creative thinking. The stu-
dents reported that when they felt they were running out of ideas they
would shift to the second language and a new flow of ideas would
begin.

The setting in which creativity tests are admlniatered seems to
make a difference. Culturally different youngsters seem to be espe-
cially sensitive to the quality of test settings Much informal experi-
ence and at least one careful experiment (Elkind, Deblinger, & Adler,
1970) with similar tests indicate that children perfnrm less well on
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creativity tests when, they are interrupted while engaged in an
uninteresting task. Most of the studies manipulating the degree of

formality-informality of the testing situation (Boersma & O'Bryant

1968; Van Mondfrans, Feldhusen. Treffinger, & Ferris. 1971) favor

informality and a relaxed atmosphere. The evidence concerning the

use of background music is unclear (Hopper & Powell, 1970; Norton,'

1971). Experiments with culturally appropriate music are needed,

however. The use of "cue rich" testing environments (testing rooms

containing rich arrays of objects), however, Seems to enhance perfor-

mance 'Mohan, 1970). However, low creatives (Mohan. 1970) and --

preprimary children (Ward, 1969) do not seem to be helped by a
testing environment rich in cues. In our creativity workshops with

Black children, I have found that-an informal, creative environment

produces high scores on the verbal tests, whereas such children per-

form very poorly on these tests in formal school situations.
While the printed instructions for the Torrance Tests of Creative

Thinking seem to be appropriate for a wide range of groups, instruc-

tions involving a simpler, less elaborate language structure seem to be

more facilitative of creative thinking among children from disadvan-

taged or culturally different backgrounds. The reason for this seems _

to be that the less elaborate language structure is less difficult for the

culturally different respondent to translate, and it is rather well
known that the language of children from lower socioeconomic

families is less elaborate than that of more affluent or middle class

children (Bernstein, 1964), Kaufman (1975) cautioned against using

instructions involving unmastered concepts in administering all

types of tests to young disadvantaged children.
Obviously, there is a need for continued experimentation to

determine oritimartesting procedures to use in discoveringgiftedness

among culturally different students and to adopt optimal procedures

in practice. Perhaps to an unprecedented degree, the Torrance Tests of

Creative Thinking are experiencing such experimentation, not only

by the author and his students but by other researchers as well.

The Alpha aiographical Inventory

A number of autobiographical or life experience inventories have

been developed for use in studies of creative behavior (Anastasi &

Schaefer, 1969; Dauw. 1965; Taylor & Ellison, 1966/1968). Since

individual differences in cre="ive thinking abilities seem to be

explainable in terms of experiences rather than heredity, this seems to

be\ n,reasonable approach. Furthermore, measures derived from bio-

graphical information seem less susceptible to influences df time lim-

its, testing conditions, motivation, and mood swings than tests of

intelligence, creative thinking ability, and the like.
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Of the life experience inventories that have been used in the
prediction of gifted performances, the &nes developed by Calvin W.
Taylor and his associates are perhaps the best validated (Ellison,
1964; Lunneborg, 1971; Taylor; Cooley, & Nielsen, 1963; Taylor &
Ellison, 1967, 1975). Of the various versions of the biographical
inventory, the Alpha Biographical Inventory (Taylor & Ellison,
1966/1968) offers perhaps the most promise in identifying giftedness
among the culturally different. It is most appropriate for use with
senior high school students or college freshmen. Present scoring
procedures provide two indexes: academic giftedness and creative
giftedness. Studies involving large samples of White and Black high
school students (Taylor & Ellison, 1967, 1975) indicate that there are
no racial differences on the creativity index and that racial differ-
ences on -te academic index are quite small. While further validation
and use with a variety of culturally different groups are required, the
instrument seems to have sufficient merit to recommend it for use in
discovering giftedness among such groups, at least on an experimen-
tal basis.

OTHER POSSIBLY UNBIASED MEASURES

It is quite possible that there are a number of other existent measures
that are relatively free of racial and socioe Gnomic bias. However,
data to support this contention for other instruments are not readily
available. Several participant s in the First National Conference on the
Disadvantaged Gifted held in 1973 looked to Guilford's Structure of
Intellect Model to provide such help (Fitzgerald, 1975). These partici-
pants included Meeker, Hatch, Bruch, Gowan, and others.

Meeker at this conference reported a study in which Black, Chicano,
and Anglo disadvantaged boys were tested on the Billet for patterns of
intellectual .bilities defined by the Structure of Intellect Analysis of
the Binet. She compared a group ranging in age from 4.9 to 5.9 years
with a group ranging in age fram-7-tultryears. She found that each of
the ethnic groups had certain intellectual strengths, but that
schooling did little to develop these strengths further. For example,
she found that the Chicano group entered with siopertgths in all figural
cognitive and most semantic cognitive materials and figural evalu-
ation. The Black students entered with strengths in memory for
systems and implications, cognition skills except for transformations
of figural thinking, divergent production, and convergent figural pro-
duction. The disadvantaged White group showed strengths in figural
cognitive thinking, memory for symbolic implications, figural evalu-
ation, divergent production implications, and most of the convergent
production abilities.
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Bruch at this same meeting reported similar analyses of the Binets
of 1.800 Black children tested by Kennedy. Van de Riet, and White
(1983). The strengths identified for Blacks were listed earlier in this
monograph. To identify gifted Black children, Bruch recommended
this special scoring of the Binet and the figural form of the Torrance
Tests of Creative Thinking, plus observations of strengths in the
following areas:

1. Art and music.
2. Spontaneous recall, extensive listing from memory.
a. Complex problem solving in practical daily activities.

Awareness of details in descriptions, fluency of ideas, spontaneous
categorizations.

5. Visual synthesis in complex drawings; multiple musical or kines-
thetic perceptions of the whole organized system.

At this same conference, Hatch described a procedure he devel-
oped, using six of Guilford's factors as the basis. These factors are
sensitivity to problems, fluency, flexibility, originality, elaboration,
and redefinition. The conference report did not give information about
Hatch's results.

The vast literature on Guilford's Structure of Intellect measures
does not provide much Information about the racial, socioeconomic,
and cultural biases of these measures (Guilford, 1967). In the manual-
for his creativity test for children, GuilfoM (1971) gave some
information concerning Black and Chicano groups. He reported that
the mean scores of the minority groups were generally lower than
those of the majority group. However, both the Black and the Chicano
groups held their own in the different letter groups subtest, and the
Chicanos excelled in the adding decorations subtest.

At the National Conference on the Disadvantaged Gifted, Gowan
emphasized the importance of the identification, stimulation, or
exploitation of what he termed "exotic factors of intellect." He defined
exotic factors of intellect as those abilities not usually considered in
intelligence tests. More and more attention is now being given to such
exotic factors of intellect as psychic abilities, extrasensory abilities,
and the like. In the field of gifted education, Krippner (1983,1985) was
one of the first to call attention to theseabilities. More recently,
Gowan's (1974, 1975) work was marked by this emphasis. Growing
interest is also reflected by articles in popular joornaTile.g., Peterson; 1"
1975). At the National Conference, Gowan expressed t I4belief that as
better and newer tests of the exotic factors of intellect are developed,
better methods of identification will make it possible to find more able
disadvantaged children.
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Another alternative akeroach which may produce instruments that
will help discover giftedness among the culturally different is Calvin
W. Taylor's Multiple Talent Evaluation (Taylor, 1968a, 1968b, 1969).
The theoretical rationale for this approackpravides the guidelineii for
both talent identification and talent development. Highly successful
applications of this idea have been reported in Salt Lake City, Utah
(Stevenson, 1971), Mobile, Alabama (Talents Unlimited, 1974a,
19744 and St. Paul, Minnesota (Beannes & Juntune, 1075). The
Multiple Talent Approach (Taylor, 1968a) is based on the recognition

-that# as a general rule, not all gifted persons excel in the same talents.
Taylor's work was based on the following six talent groups: academic,
productive thinking (creative), planning, communication, .forecast-
ing, and decision making.

If each talent group is conceived as arranged on a ladder or totem
pole, it will be found that those persons' at the top of one ladder are
essentially different ones than those at the top of another ladder.

`Some 'of those at the top of one ladder may actually be rather low on-
some of the other kidders. Taylor argued that the more different
talents considered, the largeewill be the proportion of gifted persons -
in a group. With his six talent areas, he argued that 98% of the chil-
dren in most classes would be above average in at least one talent.
Similarly, at higher levels of talent, a large percentage of students
would be identified as highly gifted. Taylor argued further that
teachers should teach in such ways as to develop all of these abilities.
One of the most elaborate abets of materials thus tar available to
implement this approach was developed by the Talents Unlimited
Project at Mobile, Alabama. It includes exam-les of criterion
referenced tests, curriculum guides, inservice education materials,
guides for parents, and the like. The tests and materials developed by
Taylor himself apparently are not yet available commercially. Data
concerning racial, socioeconomic, and cultural groups were not
located.

CULTURE SPECIFIC PROCEDURES

Disillusioded by the failures of traditional and "culture free" tests to
discover giftedness among the culturally different, a number of
workers advocate turning to culture specific procedures. One of the
most serious a.id vocal representatives of this group is R. L. Williams
(1972a, 1972b, 1974): who devised the well known BITCH test (Black
Intelligence Test of Cultural Homogeneity). Williams argued that
psychologists have known for many years that ability tests are biased
in favor of White, native born American children, the population on
which they were standardized; yet these tests continue to be
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administered to Black children. He argued further that these practices
violate the three basic principles on which psycl.innetric instruments
are based: validity, reliability, and standardization. (Editor's note:
Standardization refers to (a) the practice of making sure that all
takers of a given test do so under similar conditions, and' b) the
process of establishing norms so that test scores come out as percen-
tiles, i.e., test takers are ranked by comparing their performance to
others.) He also argued that the educational curriculum is biased in
the'same way and that Black children show a readiness for learning
early in life, but for different sets of learning materials. Thei: early
preparation is for independence and survival rather than academics.

The BITCH test consists of 100 multiple choice questions to be an-
swered as Black people would answer them. Most of the questions are
based on vocabulary unique to Black culture in the .United States.
However, much of the vocabulary is also common in other
disadvantaged groups. Williams maintains that almost all Blacks
attain scores higher than almost all Whites. This has also been found
true among graduate students at the University of Georgia. Lowest of
4)1 are the scores of the foreign students who have had even less
exposure to Black culture than have native born Whites.

Williams is now developing the BITCH test further, along with
similar tests such as the Awareness Sentence Completion Test
Villiams, 1972c) and Themes Concerning Blacks (1972d). Very
similar to the BITCH test was an earlier instrument developed by
Adrian Dove (1974), originally published in Jet and later reprinted in
books.of readings (e.g., Davis & Warren, 1974).

The basic idea espoused by Williams is now being used in a number
of developmental projects that may eventually produce assessment
procedures effective in discovering giftedness among the culturally
different Two of theso(Bernal, 1975; Bernal & Reyna, 1974; Stallings,
1975) will be described here briefly.

Bernal's project (Bernal &. Reyna, 1974; Bernal, 1975) was designed
to explore new means of identifying giftedness among native. Spanish
speaking, Mexican Americans. As a part of this project, Bernal and his
staff interviewed people in Mexican American communities concern-
ing their, views of gifted behavior. It is on the basis of the latter data
that Beinal proposed the development of testing and observation
techniques to discover giftedness among Mexican American chil-
dren. Prominent among the indicators of giftedness reported by
interviewees are the following:
1. Is unusually mature and responsible for age.
2. Is a-great imitator and elaborator of adult behavior.
3. Is regarded as a leader, quiet but influential.
4. Makes suggestions that are valuedby peers.
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5. Is frequently called upon to mediate disputes, plan strategy, and so
forth.

5. Is quick to grasp and anxious to try-out new (:!,eas.
7. Pursues ideas with persistence.
8. Initiates and maintains meaningful transactions with adults.
9. Possesses facility in acquiring English.

While Bernal believes that certain intellectual factors may be more
profitably explored in ,.cafe populations than in others, he advocates
that existent selection r ...actices should not be replaced but should be
supplemented by culture specific observations such as the ones listed.
(Editor's note: A summary of Bernal and Reyna's paper"Analysis and
Identification of Giftedness in Mexican American Children- A Pilot
Study" has been published in A Resource lanual of Information on
Educating the Gifted and-Talented, Reston VA: The Council for Ex-
ceptional Children, 1975, pp. 53780.)

The selection procedures advocated by Stall._ igs (19751 were
designed to discover giftedness among children whose experiences
have been limited to an 8 to 10 block radius in an urban community.
However, they might be adapted for use even in isolated rural areas.
His methods include environmental testing, teacher observation, and
peer e' aluation gathered by class feedback in the form of a sociogram.
Stude its in each classroom are evalUated separately. Stallings
reported that the one consistent criterion that teachers may use in

-identifying gifted students is the depth to which the student is able to
respond to environmental matters. For example, students are asked to
recall street signs or types of automobiles found on the block or to give
details about things that happened in the neighborhood. Much of the
procedure is based on the assumption that allowing students to work
with familiar or meaningful materials will increase the gifted stu-
dent's ability in abstract thinking.



Creative Positives:
A Nonpsychometric Approach

Therehave always been many educators who believe that testing is
an inappropriate way of evaluating human abilities. More recently,
even former advocates of testing have begun to wonder if testing is an
obsolete way of discovering giftedness. In the present context -of
national and international developments relative to gifted and tal-
ented education, it is easy to understand why such feelings should
arise. We are now beginning to accept the pluralistic nature of our
society and to recognize that differences are not necessarily deficits,
as members of ourdominant culture had once issumed. The complexi-
ties arising from this recognition Kaye already become obvious in this
monograph. Furthermore, we have also become committed to an
enlarged concept of giftedness.

AN ENLARGED CONCEPT OF GIFTEDNESS

The Office of Gifted and Talented in the United States Office of
Education,bas recognized the following six categories of giftedness
(Marland, 1972):

1. General intellectual ability.
2. Specific, academic aptitude.
3. Creative and productive thinking.
4. Leadership ability.
5. Visual and performing arts,
6. Psychomotor ability.

Discussion has hardly begun about ways of identifying the last
three categories of giftedness. The lack of psychometric procedures, if
not their inappropriateness, becameapparent in a-nationatconference
on the gifted/talented in the arts and humanities.

Although I discovered early in'my study of creative talent that the
use of tests can make teachers, counselors, and psychologists aware
of kinds of giftedness that would otherwise be overlooked, i recog-
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nized that tests could never detect all types of creative giftedness.
Thus, I began writing in 1982 about nontest ways of identifying the
creatively gifted (Torrance, 1962). When I became concerned about
talent identification and development among economically disadvan-
taged and culturally different students, the need for nontesting ways
of assessment became even more obvious (Torrance, 1964, 19656). I
still think that some of the guidelines developed at this time would be
useful in discovering and nurturing giftedness among the culturally
different. However, I think the more recentconceptualization I have
developed provides a more comprehensive system for both the
discovery and nurturance task than did my earlier work.

RECOGNIZING AND USING CULTURAL STRENGTHS

This recent conceptualization is based on a realization that people are
motivated, most to do the things that they do best. Thus, its central
thesis-has been that programs for gifted, culturally different students
must be built upon their positives. Furthermore, I am convinced that
the positives of culturally different groups are their creative abilities.
Members of these groups have had to maintain their creativity In
order to adapt and survive. My proposed solution has been that in
searching for giftedness among theTulturally different we seek by
whatever means possible to identify their creative positives and then
use these characteristics as positives in educational programs and in
career development.

This position, of course, runs squarely into , several deeply
entrenched prejudices among educators, since it departs sharply from
usual frames of thinking and rejects solutions that represent "more
and better of the same." Some argue that I am only kidding myself
when I maintain that there are any real strengths among the cultural-

different. Others complain that it is a condescending point of view
and assumes that members of culturally different groups cannot be
brought up to the standards of dominant middle class culture. Still
others complain that identifying the strengths of culturally different
groups only establishes another set of stereotypes. These nejudices
have persisted because people have failed to recognize that differ-
ences are -tot necessarily deficits (Torrance,1974a) and that many dif-
ferences may actually be good for all concerned.

In my estimation, it is less condescending to recognize a person's
strengths and to encourage their use in learning and in developing a
career than it is to insist that a person ignore those strengths and work
to develop some ability that may not be valued by that person's
culture. On the charge of establishing a different stereotype, I would
contend that a program of identifying and using a group's strengths
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need aot lead to stereotyping. It recognizes that not all members of a

specific cultUrally different group will have the same strengths. It

simp y means that if the strengths that characterize a culturally dif-

ferent group are known, success in discovering giftedness will be

greatar than if it is sought in areas in which the members of this group

areweak. If this is stereotyping, it is at least a positive rather than a

negative stereotype and should lead to constructive solutions.
I was led to my conceptualization of the cfeative positives by a rec-

ognition that the abilities and talents that flourish in any culture are

the ones that are encouraged or honored by that culture. It is no new

idea that culturally different groups in the United States have unique

strengths. W. E. B. DuBois emphasized the strengths of Blacks in sev-

eral of his books and in The Gift of Block Folk (1970) summarized the

outstanding contributions of Blacks in exploration, invention, scien-

tific discoVery, art, literature, and music. An interesting plea for more

respect for the strengths of American Indians is found in a speech by

Chief Standing Bear made about 1877 (cited in Anderson & Wright,
1971). Chief Standing Bear was chief of the Oglala Sioux and
protested the torced movement of the Lakotas from Nebraska to
Indian Territory in Kansas in 1877. His plea, in part, was as follows:

The attempted tranaformation of the Indian by the white man and the

. chaos that has resulted are but the fruit of thewhite man's disobedience of

a fundamental and spiritual law. The pressure that has been brought to

bear upon the native people . . in the attempt to force conformity of
custom and habit has caused a reactimi more destructive than war, and

the injury has not only affected the Indian. but has extended to the white

population as well . . (p. 130)

Fortunately, there seems more readiness now than ever before to
respect and use the strengths of American Indians in art, music,

dance, government, and even religion (Deloria, 1970).
The consequences of failing to recognize and use the strengths of

culturally different students are illustrated in experiences a few years

ago with Youth Development Programs. Nathan Caplan's (1973)

study indicated that the_atreetskills of many hard-to-employ youths

hindered success in the jeb training of the Youth Development
Programs. Caplan's study grew out of the repeated failures of these

programs. Many people connected with them had said that these

programs had failed because the participants were unmotivated and

unskilled. Caplan concluded that the -programs failed because the

participants were highly motivated and highly skilled. These youth

were, like most people. motivated to do the things that they could do

best. The trouble was that the.skills which they had mastered so well

are those that insure their social sufficiency and survival within the

ghetto community. Unfortunately, the skills that make a person gifted
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on the streethustling, rapping, signifying, gang leadership, psych-
ing out people, fighting, athletics, and so forthmay make the person
a failure in " straight" jobs.

Caplan argued, for example, that being tough and cool are often
important traits among inner city youths, but, in the normal working
environment such behaviors might be unacceptable signs of hostility
and uncooperativeness. Similarly, competitive verbal games common
in -the ghetto would do little to endear youths to middle class
supervisors. Caplan argued further that, more importantly, to succeed
at a straight job a gifted inner city youth must often sacrifice too much
of his or her personal worth and dignity. Thus, to enter the kind of job
program offered by the Youth Development Program meant to many
youths that they must pay a painful psychological pried: the abandon-
ment of a healthy, positive self image gained through their giftedness
with street skills.

CREATIVE POSITIVES AMONG THE CULTURALLY DIFFERENT

Caplan recognized that the more talented a young person is in his or
her culture, the more challenging is the problem of providing mean-
ingful, useful job. training. The obvious place to start is to obtain
information about the existing skills or strengths of these youths.
Then efforts must be made to change training programs to fit the
needs of the students rather than the other way around. On the basis
of studies involving ttleTorrance Tests of Creative Thinking, a series
of summer workshops involving mostly culturally different stu-
dents, and the'work of others such as kiessman (1962), I believe I have
identified a set of characteristics hat helps to guide the search fnr the
strengths of culturally different students and for giftedness among
such students. I have called these characteristics creotive_positives:

-- 1 must first atrtion-thetreader that not all members of culturally dif-
ferent groups are gifted in all of these positives. Id° contend that these
creative positives occur to a high degree among culturally different
groups generally and that more gifted youngsters will be found among
them on this basis than if the search is confined to traditional areas.
This list of creative positives is not limited to those characteristics
that have to be detected by psychometric devices. They may be
detected by tests, observations of behavior, performances, construc-
tions, or any means whatsoever. For the most part, I am talking about
abilities that can' be observed with a high degree of frequency among
culturally different students by anyone who is willing to become a
sensitive, open minded human being in situations where trust and
freedom are established. I have given the following labels to these
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creative positives, but readers may be able to think of more appropri-
ate ones:

1. Ability to express feelings and emotions.
2. Ability to improvise with commonplace materials and objects.
3. Articulateness in role playing, sociodrama, and story telling.
4. Enjoyment of and ability in visual arts, such as drawing, painting,

and-sculpture.
5. Enjoyment of and ability in creative movement, dance, dramatics,

and so forth.
6. Enjoyment of and ability in music, rhythm, and so forth.
7. Use of expressive speech.
8. Fluency and flexibility in figural media.
9. Enjoyment of and skills in group activities, problem solving, and

so forth.
10. Responsiveness to the concrete.
11. Responsiveness to the kinesthetic.
12. Expressiveness of gestures, body language, and so forth, and

ability to interpret body language..
13. Humor.
14. Richness of imagery in informal language.
15. Originality of ideas in problem solving. 4

-16:13,Toblem centeredness or persistence in problem solving.
1-7. Emotional responsiveness.
18. Quickness of warm-up.

In the remainder of this monograph, I shall offer some suggestions
for identifying strengths in each of the above 18 areas and for using
these strengths to motivate learning, select learning experience l. and--
developcareer plans. Obvid-u-gyTinffehwork remains to be done to
implement this idea fully. If it is to be implemented, however, this.
work must be done by those who are concerned with giving an equal
chance to gifted youngsters from' culturally different-groups.

Ability to Express Feelings and Emotions

Discovery: I suggest .hat giftedness in expressing' feelings and
emotions may be discovered by:

Observations of facial expression and bodyiestures.
Analysis of samples ocreative writingorsp.ecially poetry.
Observations-of behavior in discussion's', classroom meetings, role

playing, sociodrama, creative dr atics, dance, creative Move-
ment. music, and rhythm.
Study of visual art products-and the processes used in their pro-
duction.



of response in creative reading.

is are provided learning experiences in which they
giftedness in expressing feelings and emotions, this.

ness is not likely to be discovered. There are few stan-
that will help. Some of the newer tests in creative

creative movement might be of help, but they have been
other purposes in mind and will be discussed in

ith strengths in dramatics and creative movement. Smile
Structure of Intellect tests (Guilford, Hendricks, &

191}9) involve the interpretation of emotions and feelings
.production.

Middle class society in the United States has tended to
rogate emotional expression, and education has stressed objectiv-

ity and -suppression of 'emotional experiencing. The emerging youth
culture, however, seems to have set in motion a trend in the direction
of greater subjective, emotional experiencing through its search for
understanding and a deeper kind of knowing. Furthermore; many
theories of creative achievement maintain that in creative thinking,
especially when this thinking leads to really new ideas and concepts,
the emotional and suprarational are important. All admit, of course,

once the breakthrough ideas are produced, they must be
subjected to tests of logic. However, the breakthrough ideas them-
selves cannot be produced by logic.

It is obvious that emotional expression is an important component
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in all kinds of creative erforr eain music,-attini-rwritinuclarrw
mriditevisua arts. It also seems clearihat emotional expression is an
important aspect of the ordinary functioning of the healthy, fully
functioning human being. It may be that emotional expression has
been a more important aspect of living in some culturally different
groups than it has been in mainstream society. Numerous scholars of
Black culture (DuBois, 1970; Halpern, 1973; Smith, 1949) have seen
emotional expression as a survival technique of Blacks in the United
States. Chief Standing Bear (cited in Anderson & Wright, 1971] in his
protest speech commented on the Indian's need for emotional expres-
sion:

And the Indian wants to dance! It is his way of expressing devolion,-of
communing with unseen power. and in keeping his tribal ideriiiti: When
the Lakota heart was filled with high-emotion'. he danced . When his
heart was filled with pity for the orphan, the lonely father, or bereaved
mother. he danced. All the joys and exaltations of life. all his gratefulness
and thankfulness. all his acknowledgments of the mysterious power that
guided life, and all his aspirations for a better life, culminated in one
great dancethe Sun Dance. (pp. 133-134)
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Evidence among the Culturally Different. Since there is a general lack
of objective indicators of emotional expression, one is not likely to
find much evidence in scientific research for this talent as a strength
of culturally different groups. I can only say that this is one of the
most frequentiy observed of the creative positives when my students
record their observations of culturally different children in our
summer workshops, and that emotional expression has characterized
and continues td-characterize the artistic performances of the cultur-
ally different. Lillian Smith (1949), in Killers of the Dream,
commented on the paradox that among the dominant free of the rural
South creative talent was so fettered by anxiety that it could not be
expressed, while among segregated Blacks creative talent burst forth
spontaneously and found expression in the artisan trades, music,
dance, and athleticsthings that could be done with their bodies,
feelings, and emotions. Emotion as characteristically expressedin the
dance of Indians is reflected in the previous quotation from Chief
Standing Bear. In counteracting the perception that all Indian songs
are alike, Chief St:nding Bear, pointed out that Indian songs are as
varied as the many emotions that inspire them and that no two are
alike. Chicanos are also known for the emotional quality of their
dances, song, music, and art (Steiner, 1970)

Use in the Curriculum: In my work on creative reading (Torrance,
1970), I have maintained that students do not really comprehend

---ttto.afy-wor s uThkifeisirtey respond to them emotionally and express
their feelings through movement, dramatics, drawing, or some other
mode. I believe that such emotional experienCing and expression acids
importantly to the understanding and information that one obtains
from reading. ,

Brandwein (1974), in his innovativerprogram in the humanities,
maintained that it is this expression of feeling and emotion that makes
reading, learning to spell, and the like seem worthwhile to students.
Many of the teachers who write me concerning their experieuces; in
creative writing and art especially, tell me that it is this expression of

. feeling and emotion that enables some of the culturally different stu-
dents they teach to maintain their sanity.

Use in Developing Careers: It would be impossible tc list all the uses
of giftedness in emotional expression in building careers among the
culturally different. It is an obvious component of many of the
outstanding careers of culturally different persons now valued highly
by our culture. The following, however, are examples of careers that
seem to call for this kind of giftedness: actor, artist, composer; dancer,
master of ceremonies, musician, poet, religious leader, salesperson,
singer, song writer, therapist.
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Ability to Improvise with Commonplace Materials

Discovery: The following observation checklist is suggested for
identifying giftedness for improvisation with common materials:

Makes toys from commonplace materials.
Uses common materials to modify toys.
Makes game* from common materials.
*Uses common materialstunintended uses at home.
Uses common materialMr unintended uses in school.
Uses common materials in inventions.
Uses common materials in creative dramatics, art, and so forth.

The unusual uses tests in both the Torrance and Guilford batteries
appear to be fairly effective pencil and paper measures of this kimtai--
talent. It should be ndfed.**:-toyifver, that culturally different children

limust be made comfortable 'must be permitted to use their usual
language or dialect in res:Parldi in order for this test to yield a
reliable measure. With children, an adult must record the responses-,
or spelling and writing skills may interfere with performance.

Importance: The autobiographies of pebple who have made outstand--
ing breakthroughs in almost every field are filled with examples of
incidents of improvisation with common materials. A person working
in a frontier field is likely to encounter a lack of appropriate
equipment. If a person has to wait for someone to manufacture the
proper equipment, that person is not likely to make a breakthrough.
The value of this talent is demonstrated in the case of Bracie Watson, a
young Black man from Alabama, who won the top award' of the
International Science Fair in 196'8 ( "1968 International Science Fair,"
1968). He has continued to astonish scientists with whom he works.
Edward M. Weller, an embryokgist in the University of Alabama's
Anatomy Department, said of him:

Bracie is an improviser, and he can see things spatially. In that area he has
xtraordinary creative possibilities. He isn't one of those people who need

shiny instruments tcrdo their work. He -an generally create what he needs
from very simple crude implements. and this talent alone will pay off for
him time and time again, ("1968 International Science Fair," 1968)

Evidence among the Culturally Different: Apparently this ability V,
plentiful among almost any group of culturally different youngsters,
especially disadvantaged ones. Rather Consistently, we have found
that members of culturally different groups score high on the unusual
uses tasks of thejorrance Tests of Creative Thinking. Students in our
summer workshops also report a high frequency of this kind of
behavior among culturally different children. Middle class teachers
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also seem to be more aware of this strength among the culturally dif-
ferent than of any of the other creative positives. Among inservice
teachers in a middle Georgia county, 47% checked this as a strength of
Black, disadvantaged children, whereas most of the strengths-were
recognized and/or accepted by only about 10% of these teachers. After
an-extensive ivorkshOp on the psychology of disadvantaged children,
92% of them checked this strength. Among undergraduates in teacher
education programs, 82% recognized this strength as characteristic of
Black, disadvantaged children.

Improviiation with commonplace materials among Indians is a
widely recognized talent. I first became really aware of this when I
directed a program of research in support of the -United States Air
Force Advanced Survival Training School:A large pail of the curric-
ulum was based on Indian techniques of improvisation in living off
the land. Of course, the Indian culture that existed when the colonists
came to the United States improvised practically everything they
didfarming, food growing and collecting, cooking, warfare, sports,
and so forth. Evidence of this talent may still be observed in their arts
and crafts.

The literature concerning almost all the culturally different groups,
in the United States is filled with examples of improvisation with
common materials. Foi. example, Jan Yours (1967) described many ex-
amples0 such improvisation among tile Gypsies with whom he lived
for 10 years, beginning at about age 12. One of his first startling
observations was that Gypsy children had no toys. They improvised,
however, ali kinds of games and sports. The same is true of other eco-
nomically disadvantaged groups. If there are no toys, children will
improvise with what they have; if items for living are unavailable,
children andadults will improvise with what they have.

Use in the Curriculum: Teachers apparently give more opportunities
in the curriculum for using improvisation with common materials
than they do for any of the other creative positives. Such possibilities
arise, for example, in arts and crafts projects, dramatics, social stud-
ies projects, and shop projects. However, this talent can be used in
almost any subject in the curriculum if there is freedom for
experimentation and if children are confronted with reallsroblems.

Use in Developing Careers: Although talent for improvisation with
common materials can be an asset in almost any career, this type of
giftedness should be especially useful in attaining success in such
fields as: crafts worker (wood, metal, etc.), impromptu actor, inven-
tor, product developer, scientist, stage scenery designer/builder, toy
maker. -
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Articulateness in Role Playing and Story Telling

Discovery: Giftedness in role playing and story telling may be
observed among culturally different students in learning activities
involving role playing, sociodrama, and related techniques: Such
talent beconfes evident when the role playing becomes very absorbing
and lifelike. Fresh ideas arise in the sociodramatic processes, and stu-
dents respond to one another at a deeply empathic level. In story
telling, the interest of the group is aroused and sustained. The stu-
dents become quite absorbed as one event inspires another and the
problem solving if messes become complex.

Role playing and improvisation tests.have been devised by Moreno
(1946, 1969) and others, but a sensitive and alert teacher, school
psychologist, or sociodramatic director can discover this kind of
talent in the regular course of instruction when this methodology is
used. It requires a bit more alertness to become aware of the real life
role playing used by many culturally different students as a survival
or adaptation technique. HoWever, this may be the "real test."

Importance: Since role playing (especially as used in sociodrama) and
story telling fundamentally are creative problem solving processes,
this kind of talent is important in achievement, just as creative
problem solving skills are important. There are numerous careers that
specifically require this kind of talent for success.

Evidence among the Culturally Different: Scholars in education,
sociology, and psycholbgy have often noted the high frequency of
outstanding talent in role playing and story telling among culturally
different students. For example, Riessman (1962), Deutsch (1967),
and others have pointed out that disadvantaged children who seem to
be nonverbal will become quite verbally articulate in role playing.
Black entertainers have been especially noted for their role playing
and story telling skills, from Uncle Remus to Flip Wilson. The Black
folk tales brought from Africa and adapted to the slave scene
illustrate the cultivation of both role playing and story telling skills.
Frequently, the adaptations were used to communicate something
about slave masters (Lester, 1972), yet the stories were entertaining
even to the slave masters who did not understand the hidden
meanings. Florence Halpern (1973) and others have commented upon
the lifelong process by which Black children are taught to play roles
(pretending to feel and think differently from the way they actually
do) as one of their many survival techniqUes in the "White world."
Perhaps to a lesser extent. this has been true of other culturally dif-
ferent groups such as Chicanos, Indians, and Gypsies.
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Use in the Curriculurri; Many writers in education (e.g., Lippitt,
Lippitt, & Fox, 1964; Riessman, 1962, 1988; Taba & Elkins, 1966) have
commented on the effectiveness of role playing with the culturally dit.
ferentin teaching subject matter, skills training, and problem solving.
Taba and Elkins, for example, recommended role playing as a
methodology for making reading materials meaningful and exciting to
culturally different children, for teaching problem solving skills, and
fqr other kinds of skills training. Allen (1968) recommended it as a
way of teaching English as a second dialect. Riessman (MB) believed
it to be an effective teaching methodology with the culturally
disadvantaged because it is congenial with their physical, down to
earth, concrete, group centered, problem directed style of learning. It
is like a game'Jather than a test, easy and informal in tempo.

Use in Developing Careers: The career of television entertainer Flip
Wilson provides an excellent illustration of how the creative positive
of story telling in childhood can be used as the basis for a great career.
Many who know Wilson's life story marvel that he is able to radiate
such love and good will. They recognize that he has every right to be

bitter.
, _

Some of the many kinds of careers in which this talent is important
include: actor, detective, entertainer, playwright, politician, religious
leader, short story writer, storyteller, writer of children's books.

As with most of the other creative positives, skills in role playing
and story telling do not always bring joy to the culturally different
student. Regardless of the dynamics responsible for the emergence of
this kind of talent among the culturally different, it can be used as a
strength in facilitating learning and in developing careers for them.

Enjoyment of and Ability in Visual Arts
Discovery: Although there are tests to discover giftedness in the
visual arts,, research literature does not reveal much of great value.
Visual art products are so easy t oobtain-t hat most searchers for talent
in the visuLl arts have been willing to rely upo_n judgments of pr6d-
ucts such as drawings, painting, and sculptures. As an observational
screening device for surveying talent in the visual arts, the following
checklist is suggested:

Experiences redl joy in drawing.
Experiences real joy in painting.
Experiences real joy in sculpture.
Becomes deeply absorbed in drawing, painting, sculpture, or other
visual art activity.

ilk. Understands subject matter by "drawing it" (e.g., illustrates
stories, illustrates history, draws biological objects, makes maps).

...
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Communicates skillfully through drawings, paintings, sculptures,'
and other visual arts.
Captures the essence of whatever is photographed.
Makes photographs tell a story.

Importance: Many scholars in the field of creative achievement
believe that visual artists have been' and always will be the fore-
runners of human advancement. They point out that the visual artists
must show the possibilities of the future before anyone can pioneer
breakthroughs, in almost any field. Certainly, the visual mode of
finding out and communicating is powerful-, and most people depend
heavily on it.

Evidence among the Culturally Different: Again, one of the creative
positives most frequently reported by my students when they observe
disadvantaged, Black children in our summer workshops is the high
level of enjoyment and ability that these children show for the visual
arts. A disproportionately large number of children gifted in tha area
hdve always been found. Similarly, workers in our creativity test
scoring service are almost always amazed at the outstanding talent
demonstrated by the Chicano students whose figural creativity
booklets they score. Other groups such as Alaskan: Eskimos and
Indians, Appalachian Whites, and other culturally different groups
are famou for the artistic quality of their carvings and craft prod-
ucts. Du is (1970) in The Gift of Black Folk asserted that the Black is
primarily n artist and traced the long history of important'contribu-
tions of acks in the visual arts. There are today a large number of
outstanding Black artists, Chicano artists, Puerto Rican artists, and
Indian a tists. Some outstanding photographers like James van der
Zee (De ock, McGhee, & Perry, 1973) and Gordon Parks (1975) have
also co from culturally different groups. Among numerous signs of
the incr asing appreciation of the art of disadvantaged groups is the
recent i pact of Indian art on current fashions in clothing ("Fashions
from In lians," 1976). Somehow. dress designers have long missed the
potentitil of authentic Indian design for modern fashion. There is a
strong trend now in Indian design, and the leading designers are
Indian such as Mabel Harris (Sac and Fox), loleta Smith (Choctaw),
Phylli. Fife (Creek). and Marian Wolf (Kiowa).

Use i the Curriculum: Few teachers have recognized the importance
of th visual arts for teaching problem solving skills and various
kinds of subject matter, including reading. I first began to recognize
the power of the visual arts for teaching problem solving skills when I
asked a group of,5 year olds to draw the life in a pond that they had
imagined in response to one of my "just suppose"exercises. They were
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confronted immediately with the problem of how to draw the water
without covering the animals that they had drawn in the pond. I also
became aware, that 5 year olds could produce many different alterna-
tive solutions to this and other problems encountered in visual art
activities. In his problem solving course for children, Edward De Bono
(1974)' placed a great deal of emphasis upon drawing as a thinking
medium. He offered such reasons as the following foi using drawing
as a medium for teaching problem solving skills:

1. (Drawing makes for commitment; ideas have to be chosen and
formulated in a definite and precise manner.

2. In drawing there are no loose ends, even when there is
indefiniteness, the area of ignorance is isolated and defined.

3. In a drawing._ everything is visible at once; you can see gaps
immediately.

4. Once an idea has been expressed it can be modified.
5. Since everything is visible at once and must hold together, a high

degree of organization is necessary.
8. Thinking through drawing is usually enjoyable to most children.
7. Once a problem is established, the children can go ahead with their

thinking, and this makes it possible to teach problem solving to a
larger number of children at the same time.'

8. Children talk and write more freely about their solutions to
problems following the use'of the draWing medium than they do
with other approaches.

9. Drawings provide a common experience for children in a class and
for the teacher or other adult involved in the educational experi-
ence.

While the drawing medium is especially suited for use with young
children, I believe that it and other visual arts could occupy a much
greater and more important role in the teaching of many kinds of
subject matter to older children and adults at all levels of education.
The visual arts are, of course, an important medium of self expression,
and this certainly merits for them an important curricular role.

Use in Developing Careers: It is difficult to think de career that could
not be enhanced by enjoyment of and skills in the visual arts. Howev-
er, this type of giftedness is espeCiall'y useful in such career"fields as
the following; architect, art teacher, art therapist, craftsperson
(carving, basket weaving, etc.), designer, display worker, engraver,
film maker, illustrator, jewelry designertmaker, landscape architect,
painter, photographer, sculptor, stage settini artist.
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Eajoymeit eland-Ability in Creative Moiement and Dance

Discovery: Although some excellent work has been done on the de-
velopment of tests to assess creativity in movement (Alston, 1971;

. Clover. 1974; Wyrick, 1966), these tests have not yet been fully sten-
dataized and made widely available. While these tests wduld
di nibtleas be 'useful inbecoming aware of talent in creative movement
and dance that migiq otherwise be missed, most workers will
probably depend on observations and judgments of.performance. For
this purpose, the following checklist is sugested:

' Experiences deep enjoyment in creative movement (dance.
Becomes intr absorbrd in creative movement/dance.
Can interpret poems, stories, and so forth through creative
movement/dance.
Can elaborate ideas tnrOugh creative movement /dance.
Movement facilitates learning and understanding of events, ideas,
concepts, and reading/literary materials.
Spends.unusuaVamount of t me in perfecting creative__ movement/
dance.

Importance: Until recently, edu..ation has attached little imilortalce
to giftedness in creative movement and dance. In fact, middle class
society has generally made this kind of perforinance taboo for its u.vn
members, even when it haP accepted and appreciated the per-
formances of ballet and interpretative dancing. Educators are begin-
ning now to recognize the power of creative movement and dance, not
only for developing basic skills among collegiate nd professional
athletes and professional entertainers, but also as a medium for
communication, self expression, and learning of much traditional cur-
ricular content.

E,,idence among' the CulturalliDifferent: In my experience in con-
ducting creiiivitysworkshops involving both mainstream and cultur-
ally different children. the latter clearly excel. Although there are
individual differences, there have been timed when it has seerneethat
all of Cie culturally different children outperformed altnoat alt oi the
mainstiN n culture children. Many people even maintain that this
ability is inherent in culturally different groups (e.g., Blacks,
e.hicanog, Indians,. Gypsies, and AppaPachian Whites). This does not
seent.likely, however. A more reasonable interpeetat. a is one based
on the differences in the way the cultures encourage and provide op-
portunity for practice and performance in this creative movement and
dance (DuBois. 1970; Lowie, 1963; Steiner, 1970). LI is a culturally
approved type Of giftedness in most culturally different groups.
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Furth'ir evidence is that a large share of the greatest dancers and
"creative movers" have come from culturally different groups.

Use in the Curriculum: In recent years much progress has been made
in introducing creative movement and dance into the school curricu-
lum (e.g., Barlin & Barlin, 1971; Bo-rman, 1969; Dimondstein, 1971;
Joyce, 1973; Rowen, 1963)., Rowen, for example, has given many
practical examples of how creative movement can be used in teaching
poetry, language, literature, history, career development concepts,
interpersonal relations, mathematics, problem solving, biology, phys-
ics, and the like. An excellent example of an elementary curriculum
based on creative movement and music has been demonstrated to be
successful by Doris Clary (1975). Many examples of how creative
movement can be used to facilitate creative reading are provided In
the Reading 360 ant. Reading 720 programs (Clymer et al., 1970, 1976).

Use in Developing Careers: While there are careers in creative
movement and dance, there are many other careers that make use of
creative movement anu dance, such as professional football and
professional basketball. Some of the more obvious careers for cultur-
ally different youngsters who are gifted in creative movement and
dance include: ballet dancer, choreographer, clown, e therapist,
interpretiee: dancer, mime, physical education teat.' recre .tion

director, . reatiau therapist :religious interveter.

EnjoYment of and Ability in Music and Rhythm

Discovery: Although there are a number of useful tests of musical
ability such as tne Seashore Measures of Musical Talents (Seashore,
1960), Aliferis Music Achievement Tests (Aliferi3, 1954), Drake
Musical Aptitude Tests (Drake, 1957), and the Musical Aptitude
Profile (Gordon, 1965), and although there are measures such as
Sounds and Images (Torrance, Khatena, & Cunnington, 1974) and
Vaughan's (1971) Test of Musical Creativity that seem to predict
certain kinds of creative behavior'in the realm of music, actual per-
formance in musical activities will probably continue to be the best
route for discovering giftedness in music and rhythm. For t. s
purpose, the following checklist, which can be used by teachers and
other observers, is suggested:

Writesjlraws, works. walks, moves with rhythm.
Rhythm facilitates learning of skills.,
Rhythm facilitates learning and undtrstanding of ideas, events,
concepts, and so forth.

'is Creates songs.
Creates
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Interprets ideas, events, concepts, feelings, and so forth through
rhythm.
Interprets ideas, events, feelings, and so forth through music.
Becomes highly absorbed in music and rhythmic activities.
Works perseveringly at music and rhythmic activities.
Is exceptionally responsive to sound stimuli.

Importance: Music and rhythm have been the bases for many highly
successful careers among the culturally different, Music and rhythm
are also widely accepted as media of self expression and communica-
tion. More recently, educators (Hickok & Smith, 1974) have begun to,
recognize the importance of music and rhythm as vehicles for teaching
such things as problem solving, basic concepts, and language skills.

Evidence among the Culturally Different: Giftedness in music and
rhythm is so common among culturally different groups that some
people believe that such talent comes "naturally" to them. An exam-
ination of these cultures, however, usually shows that music and
rhythm are approved, encouraged, practiced, and rewarded. Most
American innovations in music have come from culturally different
groups-, especially Blacks. They have made such contributions as
spirituals, ragtime, jazz, blues, and rock-and roll. While many chil-
dren from culturally different groups are resistant to learning the
music of mainstream America and some people even believe: that they
are incapable of excelling in such "higher" forms of music expression
as opera and symphony, there are many examples of Blacks and
Indians who have achieved fame in these areas. Among Blacks are
such greats as Marian Anderson (opera), Leontyne Price (opera),
Roland Hayes (concert artist), Dean Dixon (symphony conductor),
and William Grant Still (composer).

Whenever I have had to :hers observe culturally different groups
for the creative positives, they have always reported a high incidence
of giftedness in music and rhythm.

Use in the Curriculum: I have already mentioned the elementary cur-
riculum developed by Clary (1975) and the use of music and rhythm in
teaching problem solving skills by Hickok and Smith (1974). A study

y Harper, Flick, Taylor, and Waldo (1973) indicated that an early
childhood music education program can be used successfully to pro-
duce school readiness, at least in certain areas such as auditory dis-
crimination. Hickok and Smith also showed how music and rhythm
caa facilitate learning in literature, art, dramatics, language Level-
opment, social studies, mathematics, and science. For the culturally
different student gifted in music and rhythm who seems unable to
learn in the usual mode of the school, learning through music and
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rhythm would seem to be a promising possibility. Many young chil-
dren who refuse to talk or listen will communicate eloquently and
listen intently when the medium is singing and/or music.

Use in Developing Careers: The list oiculturally different people who
haye attained fame and fortune through music and rhythm is enor:.
mous. Many of these are represented in the list of biographies and
autobiographies of culturally, different persons given in Appendix C.
Some of the more common career fields for the culturally different in
which this talent is important include: band director, composer,
conductor, dancer, entertainer, musician, music leader, music teacher,
music therapist, song writer, sound systems engineer, television
sound director, television song writer or music director, vocalist.

Rendelman (1972) made some provocative suggestions concerning
the encouragement of giftedness in music. He pointed out that jazz
artists have done what they have done with little help, if any, from the
established educational system. He then challenged educators to con-
sider what migrit be the result of some active, planned effort to
encourage, rather than discourage, the musically creative young
people of society. Such a program would likely include a dispropor-
tionately large number of culturally different young people.

Use of Expressive Speech

Discovery: Since the social situation is a powerful determiner of
speech (Labov, 1972, 19731, the discovery of giftedness in expressive
speech among the culturally different requires that the would-be
discoverer enter into the right social relationship with the young
person. Many teachers, school psychologists, and counselors are
unable to do this. Whether one is searching for giftedness in expres-
sive speech through standardized test situations or in nontest
situations, it is important that the culturally different student feel free
to use the expressive system that is most comfortable. The importance
of this is illustrated by Foster's (1974) study of the influence of non-
Standard English dialect and lexicon upon Black 10th grade sto-lants',.
ability to comprehend, recall, and be fluent and flexible in providing
titles for verbal materials. These students scared higher in response to
nonStandard English stories than they cl;c1 to Standard English
stories. It was apparent that these students thought better in their
language when they were cued in some semblance of their language,
were not limited to preset written respi,nses, and were allowed to
respond verbally and freely and to interpret as they proceeded.
Foster's test afro indicated that in an uninhibiting situation Black stu-
dents can be more verbal and intellectually creative in their own
language than they can in Standard English.
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The following checklist is suggested for use in screening students
who might be gifted in the expressiveness of their speech:

Speech is colorful.
Speech is picturesque (e.g., suggests a picture).

-= Speech includes powerful analogies, metaphors, and so forth.
Speech is vivid (e.g., lively; intense, penetrating, exciting).
Invents words to express concepts and feelings for which exi
words are inadequate.
Combines speech with movement and sound. -7-

Importance: A number of linguists (DeStephano, 1973 11 us that the

Standard, English of mainstream society is over particular and
vague, and that much of it is verbose and does no elp express ideas.
Teathers, counselor .ychologists, and of r educational leadels
especially need to st ..rch for ways to com unicate their ideas more
effectively. Many excellent ideas have rithed and scientific break-
throughs have been lost because theVoriginators lacked expressive-
ness of speech.

Evidence among the Cultural Different: Expressiveness of speech
has been a part of the reotype of Blacks, American Indians,
Chicanos, Gypsies, mo taineers, and country people: In fact, it is
just this expressivenss that is objectionable to mainstream Ameri-
can society many believe that if is too expressive. Culturally differ-
ent groups, hoc.er, have also been inventive in their languagi to
create words, hat express meaning to their own groupand, at the same
time, conceal their meaning from others (DeStephano, 1973; Foster,
1974).

Ab hams (1973) insisted that Black English is not just a linguistic
sy em. It is also an expressive system. Speech as a part of an

pressive system is a performance involving interaction with
isteners and combining movement with sound. A number of per.
formance styles have aveloped, such as jiving, signifying, and
marking (mocking). Labov-,(1973) reported that workingclass speak-
ers are more effective narrators, reasoners, and debaters than middle
class speakers who temporize, qualify, and lose their argument in a

mass of irrelevant detail.

Use in the Curriculum: In urder to make use of the expressive speech
of culturally different students in the curriculum, teachers must first
recognize that differences in speech are not necessarily deficits.
Linguists 'such as Labov (1E /2, 1973) contend that the nonstandard
dialects of English spoken by culturally different groups are fully.

formed languages with all the grammatical structure necessary for
logical thought. They contend further that statements to the contrary
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by educational psychologists are misin.arpretations of superficial
differences in the means of expression between these dialects and
Standard English. If culturally different students are freed in curric=
ulum tasks to use the expressiveness of their own speech rather than
submit to the restraints of Standard English, it is quite likely that
their learning and thinking would be superior to what it would
otherwise be. Teachers should also recognize that the social condition
is an important determiner of speech, and that the social situation can
be shifted to attain different educational gouts. In some learning and
problem solving situations, the "best speech" may be the more
expressive speech.

Use in Developing Careers: Expressive speech might enhance one's
performance in almost any career. However, career success in such
fields as the following are highly dependent on this type of giftedness:
advertising ,writer, composer, lecturer, poet, politician, radio
announcer or disc jockey, salesperson, script writer, teacher, televi-
sion entertainer, television interviewer, writer (novelist, historian,
etc.). "

Figural Fluency and Flexibility

Discovery: Both the Guilford (1967) and Torrance (1966/1974)batter-
ies of creativity, tests contain measures of figural fluency and
flexibility that seem capable of identifying giftedness in this area
among culturally different groups. Little or no language ability is
-required by this -type of test, and language handicaps seem not to
interfere with performance. One need not be dependent upon tests far
discovering this kind of giftedness, however. The following checklist
is suggested in screening for kind of talent:

Produces many different ideas through drawings.
Produces many ideas with common objects.
Arranges blocks and-other play materials in many combinations.
Assembles and reassembles complex machines with 'ease.
Produces images in response to music, sounds, or movement.
Sketches rnaps'from memory with ease.
Organizes'objects and materials in space.

Importance: Figural fluency and flexibility involve the ability to pro-
duce images. Some people believe that this type of imagery is

somehow involved in almost every kind of creative achievement.
Certainly, many of the important relationships. that must be dealt
with in modern society involve figural relationships and new syn-
theses of them.
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Evidence among the Cult _trolly Different: Several of the studies cited
in connection with the lad( of racial and socioeconomic bias in the
Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking have indicated that children
froin socially different groups excel their mainstream counterparts in
figural fluency and flexibility (Gezi, 1969; Kaltsounis, 1974; McNa-
mara,1904; Smith, 1965; Tibbetts, 1988; Torrance, 1967). None of the
studies cited gave evidence cf deficits among culturally different
groups. Birth Meeker and Bruch (Fitzgerald, j975) found strengths
figural and spatial relations for culturally different groups (i.e.,
Blacks and Chicanos). Counselors and guidance workers hr ve long
recognized the strengths of disadvantaged studetits in the spatial and
figural areas and have responded by urging them into shop and
industrial arts courses. This has been resented and resisted by both
Chicanos and Blacks in protest movements. In my opinion, this
alleged practice on the part of counselors represefits a limited view of
the potentialities based on this strength, because they do not view
spatialund figural abilities as capacities for formulating imagery and
for productive thinking. When th. _ enlarged view of figural abilities is
adopted, the implications for culturally different, gifted youngsters
become more exciting.

Use in the Curriculum: While shop, industrial arts, and home eco-
nomics courses provide one outlet for giftedness in figural fluency and
flexibility, to make curricular assignments on the basis 'of tested
spatial and figural abilities has doubtless been shortsighted. These
abilities might be used to facilitate success in almost any subject in
the curriculum. In many of the learning experiences designed for
Reading 360 (Clymer et al., 1970) and Reading 720 (Clymer et al.,
1976), emphasis is placed on visualizing what is read. The images may
then be translated into drawings, dramatics, maps, and other prod-
ucts and proCesses that involve spatial relationships. Encouraging
Creativity in the Classroom (Torrance, 1970) includes suggestions for ri
such learning experiences in other curricular areas such as history,
geography, mathematics, and science.

Use in Developing Careers: Giftedness in figural fluency and flexibil-
ity seems to be far more important in many career fields than ha,
commonly been recognized. The following, however, are some of the
more obvious and common outlets for this talent: art teacher, baseball
player, caterer, crafts worker, designer and developer of new prod-
ucts, engineer, fashion designer, film maker, home economist, humor-
ist, illiistrai.,,, impromptu actor, interior decorator, junk dealer,
landscape designer, mechanic, pattern maker, photographer, prciduc-
tion expediter, seamstress/tailor, troubleshooter in figural/spatial
areas.
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Enjoyment of aid Skill in Group Problem Solving

Discovery: While there has been considerable work by social

psychologists and educatori (Lake, Miles, & Earle, 1973) in the devel-

opment of tests of group performance, such tests have not been widely

used either to discover talent or to evaluate the effectiveness of

educational programs. Few such tests have been standardized and

made available commercially. Perhaps the most carefully developed

and standardized of these tests for use in school settings is the Russell

Sage Social Relations Test (Dtunrin, 109, availabletrom Educational
Testing Service, Princeton, New jersey 08540). Perhaps the best

methods for discovering such talent are those th .t provide students

with opportunities for solving problems in groups and for getting

important tasks done. The following checklist is suggested as a guide

for discovering this kind of talent:

Influences other students to engage in projects he or she initiates.
Organizes and structures the group and the group task with skill.

Work in small groups facilitates learning and problem solving.
Tries harder ir. small groups than otherwise.
Produces original and useful ideas in small groups.
Becomes more alive in small groups.
Is highly aware of feelings and skills of others in small groups.
Supports other members of group, displays high group loyalty and

involvement.
Initiates activities in small groups.
Is effective in teaching others in small groups.

Importance: Guidelines for programs for gated and talented students

developed by the. United States Office of Education have included

leadership ability as one of the six categories of giftedness to be en-

couraged (Marland, 1972). There has also been increasing awareness

of the need for developing skills in interdependence and skills in

collaboration in a changing world. In the early history of the United

States, great value was placed on the development c independent

behavior. The practices of schools have continued to encourage and

give practice in such behavior, almost to the ex( 'Ision of cooperative,

interdependent behavior. This has meant that business, industry,

churches, recreation programs, group psychotherapy, encounter

groups, and the like have had to compensate for this lack. The
complexity of life in today's society makes great demand upon skills

of interdependent group behavior.

Evidence among the Culturally Different: There are many indications

that culturally different groups have continued to encourage in their

members interdependent, cooperative behavior to a far greater extent
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than has the mainstream culture. This has been obvious to me and my
studentsiis we have involved disadvantaged Black children in group
problem solving activities. In one experiment, teams of disadvan-
taged Black and White children challenged gifted children from the
mainstream culture to a brainstorming and creative problem solving
contest (Torrance, 1974b). The teams of disadvantaged children
defeated the gifted teams by a surprising margia. The margin seemed
to be explainable largely in terms of the superior group interaction
skills of disadvantaged children. Houston (1973) also reported
this same kind of superiority in group interaction among Black
disadvantaged youngsters.

There is much in the culture of Blacks, American Indians, Chicanos,
Gypsies, and other culturally different groups in the United States to
encourage the development of group skills. In their homes and
communities they do riiany things in small groups. The older children
are given the responsibility for teaching and caring for the youriKer
children in the extended family. In many instances, the requirements
for survival in a hostile environment -have also necessitated the
development of group skills (Halpern, 1973).

In the case of Blacks and American Indians, tribal hiring had always
necessitated group skills. With the coming of the White map and
continued alienation from mainstream society, the Indian has con-
tinued to depend on skills of group organization and cooperation for
survival. Although slave owners usually separated members of the
same tribe from one another to prevent their communicating and
organizing, Bla6ks in slavery times used their skill in social organiza-
tion and interdependence to survive. Following emancipation, the
demands* of survival in a segregated society continued to call for these
skills. Thus, a variety of recent studies xield findings that are
surprising to many educatorsfindings that Blacks have a greater
willingness and ability to engage in cooperative group behavior than
Whites (Richmond & Vance, 1975; Richmond & Weiner, 1973). Reiss-
man (1962), Houston (1973), and others have commented upon the
tendency of members of culturally different groups to suppoiii and en-
courage one another in learning tasks.

Use in the Curriculum: A number of recent innovations in education
make use of giftedness in group skills. One of the most successful of
these among disadvantaged and culturally different groups has been
cross age helpers programs in which-children have taught other chil-
dren (Gartner, Kohler. & Riessman. 1971: Lippitt, Eiseman, & Lippitt,
1969; Lippitt, 1975). In well directed programs, the educational
achievement of both the older children and the younger ones has been
enhanced. Learning through simulation, games, sociodrama, brain-
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steaming, and group creative problem solving seem to be effective
achingtlearning methodologies that make use of group skills and

seem to be especially effective with culturally different students.
Greater us* of these methodologies would likely make "star" learners
of -culturally different students gifted in group skills.

A number of successful teaching experiments with disadvantaged
yOung people were probably successful largely because they made use

of this type of giftedness. For example, Howe (1989) described an
experiment in which untrained teacheis successfully taught poetry to
disadvantaged high school students. Although these teachers had not
been trained as teachers, they used small group methods and were
effective in using them. Their methods fitted the learning and working
styles of the students they were teaching, most of whom might be
classified as culturally different.

Use in beveloping Careers: It is quite possible that future careers will
make greater demands for group skills than those of the past. In
almost all career fields, top places are reserved for those with such
skills. The following are examples of career fields that rely especially

on grouvskills: construction supervisor, consultdnt, explorer, leader,
leadership training specialist, military officer, plant section leader.
program director, sales Manager& scientist, space research and
exploration specialist, store manager, supervisor, training director.
union organizer.

Reeponehmtess to the Concrete

Discovery: Frequently, educators derogate concrete thinking as being

inferior to abstract thinking. Howeveraesponsivenessto the,concrete

as a creative positive goes beyond what is implied by concrete
thinking or concrete operations. The person gifted in reLponsiveness

to the concrete is stimulated by the concrete; thinking and problem
solving are facilitated if the problem can be conceptualized in
physical terms. This pclson obtains enjoyment from doing things
with his or her hands, from manipulating objects physically, and from

using hand tools. Perhaps the best way of discovering this kind of

giftedness is through involving culturally different students in
meaningful tasks and problems'permitting physical manipulation.
There are also a number of tests; games, and puzzles that involve this
'kind of physical manipulation of objects. The following checklist is
suggested for discovering this type of giftedness:

Produces a flow of ideas and alternative solutions when concrete
objects and materials are involved.
Tries to conceptualize problems in terms of concrete objects and
systems.
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Uses concrete objects and systems to generate ideas and solutions.
Works in an absorbed manner for lengthy periods of time on
concrete puzzles, mechanical problems, and so forth.

Importance: While concrete thinking has been derogated as an inferior
or immature stage of ,thinking, a large share of the world's most
important work requires this type of thinking. Few, however, would
derogate responsiveness to the concrete as it has been defined above,
since-this type of mental function has been important in a large share
of the great achievements of the past. This characteristic seems to be
associated with the creative personality. For example, in the Runner
Studies of Attitude Patterns (Runner, 1973), pleasure in the use of
hand tools is highly correlated with experimental orientation, intui-
tive orientation, and resistance to social pressure. Persons gifted in
responsiveness to the concrete also have confidence in their percep-
tions of physical realities, and this includes subjective as well as
objective perceptions of the experiencing.

n
pove
chars
maintai
strength.
practical,
positive side\
interest in phji
physical activit

In my experien e
impressed by thei
comes out in group `Irainstorming sessions. In the contest between
disadvantaged teams and advantaged gifted teams mentioned pre-
viously (Torrance. 1'974b), this characteristic was illustrated in their
responses to the problem of thinking of unusual uses of junk
automobiles. The affluent gifted teams limited their responses almost
entirely to-the external aspects cf junk automobilestires, hub caps,
wheels, seats, steering wheel. The disadvantaged children thought of
unusual uses for spark plugs, carburetoes, springs, and the like.

Riessman (1962, 1966) identified this prpctical orientation to
learning as one of the charm. teri stics of culturalldifferent children,
According to Riessman, they have a physical style of learning and
frequently are unable to think through a problem unless they can
work with it with their hands. Unless they can manipulate objects
physically, they cannot perform adequately. Riessman also coined the
term "slow gifted chiA" to characterize, the child who may be a

idence among the Cultulrally Different: Giftedness in responsive-
to- the concrete-would appear to be an adaptive response to
ty, insecurity, stigma, and discrimination, which so frequently

erize the culturally different in society. McCreary (1966)
ed that the natural response to these factors is pride in

"ghting, distrust in schooling, emphasis on the concrete and
tagonism to authority, and loyalty to peers. On the
disadvantaged groups seem to approve and encourage
sical activitiespractical, concrete, even aggressive

s.
with disadvantaged Black children I have been
wide practical knowledge, which frequently
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brilliant 'thinker and excellent problem solver but who takes a long
time to think through and solve a problem. Riessman stated that this
may be caused at least partially by an emphasis on the concrete and
physical. He believed that such physical learners may achieve a dif-
ferent kind of understanding of problems than symbolic learners and
approach the abstract from the concrete rather than the other way
around. .

Use in the Curriculuni The teacher who understands and recognizes,
the physical style of learning as a legitimate style of learning can use
this type of giftedness in designing learning activities. In developing
concepts, solving problems, even in remembering information, con-
crete materials,can be used. Much use will be made of the models and
analogies supplied by animals and plants in nature. In using concrete
materials, however, teachei's can cause confusion by placing too much
emphasis on small conccete details or on synthesized wholes.
Spindler and Spindler (1906), in describing the emphases of Indians
on the-concrete, character4ed this tendency as Rorschach "large D,"
or emphasis on the large, 'important details. The important thing,
however, is that teachers understand the positive aspects of respon-
siveness to the concrete and i"ecognize this as another channel through
which learning and thinking may occur.

rise in Developi-g Careers: The following are examples of careers in
which responsiveness to the Concrete appears to be an asset: botanist,
builder, construction worker, carver (wood, stone, etc.), caterer,
ceramic artist, demonstrator (skills, equipment, etc.), engraver,
fashion designer, film maker, florist, interior decorator, inventor,
mechanic, metal worker, painter, photographer, radio technician,
sculptor, zoologist.

Responsiveness to the Kinesthetic

Discovery: There is a danger that responsiveness to the kinesthetic
among the culturally different may be equated with a physical or
motoric learning style. Responsiveness to the kinesthetic, as I have
conceptualized this creative positive, goes far beyond the old concept
of a physical style of learning, which is usually thought of as a deficit
among the culturally different. Giftedness in responsiveness to the
kinesthetic includes many of the kinds of abilities or skills involved in
taxonomies of the psychomotor domain (Harrow, 1972). It includes
not only manipulative movements but also kinesthetic discrimi-
nation, psychomotor coordination, endurance, strength, flexibility,
adaptive motor skills, expressive movement, and interpretive move-
ment.
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f the growing field of movement education and work on
c, skills in the psychomotoi domain, assessment procedures

4ti ill doubtless be developed for discovering giftedness in this creative
positive. Those interested in developing psychrometric procedures for
assessing this kind of giftedness can build on the earlier,work of the
Gesell Institute(Arnes, 1986) and the California group (Bayley, 1969)
and will find many clues in Harrow's (1972) work on a taxonomy of

the psychomotor 'domain and in Birdwhistell's (1970) work on
Kittesics. The following checklist is' suggested to guide teachers in
screening for responsiveness to the kinesthetic:

Skillfully communicates ideas through movement.
Skillfully interprets meaning of movement.

* Movement is effective as warm-up for creative thinking.
Displays skillful manipulative movement in crayon work, typing,
pianoplaying, and so forth.
Makes quick, precise movements in mime, creative dramatics, role
playing, and so forth.
Shows movement in drawings and other visual art products.
Makes fine discriminations of kinesthetid phenomena.

0

Has excellentmemory for kinesthetic...information.
Works at movement activities for extended periods of time.
Displays total bodily involvement in interpreting a poem, story, or
song, and in creative reading, dramatics, and so forth.

Importance: Educators who have been concerned about the taxonomy
of educational objectives in the psychomotor domain (Harrow, 1972;
Birdwhistell, 1970) making us aware of the importance of
movement in all, arc of life. A person performing purposeful
movemen+ is coordinating the cognitive, the psychomotor, and the
affectiye domains. Thus, it is necessary to understand muscular,
physiological, social, psychological, and neurological movement in
order to recognize and effectively use movement potentialities. In
addition to these all-encompassing outlets for giftedness in kines-
thetic responsiveness are the more specialized talent outlets in
athletics, dancing, and the like.

Evidence among the Culturally Different: As indicated in the preced-
ing section on responsiveness to the concrete, a part of the stereotype
of the culturally different is a physical, motoric style of leaining,
Riessman (1966) pointed out that when compared with children from
the mainstream culture, culturally different children are more motoric

in their learning, express their emotions physically, and admire
strength, endurance, and motor skills. It is also apparent that many of
those who achieve outstanding success in kinesthetic areas such as
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athletics and dance come from culturally different backgrounds. As
Riessman (1966) pointed out, a physical style of learning may make
them appear fo be slow learners, but it may make them exceptionally

''quick in the kinesthetic areas.
Some observers believe that the painting,sculpture; music, acting,

and so on of members of culturally different groups are characterized
by a kinesthetic quality: An examination of the examplekof art works
in Quirarte's (1973) Mexican AmerIcan Artists gives considerable
evidence of the kineithetic quality of the art of Mexican Americans.
Even the portraits and Madonnas seem to have a kinesthetic
Body movements in these paintings seem to be freer, more expressive,
and genuinely felt than in most art works. Dance, combat, and
bullfights are favorffe,subjects of Mexicai America'artists, and
many of their abstract paintings emphasize movement. An exaellent
example is Michael Ponce de Leon's "Kinetic Construction with Lights
and Sounds." In a sense, Ponce de Leon's concept of himself is rather
kinetic. He says (Quirarte, 1973) that he thinks of himself and hisart
as something that is always changing, developing, and receiving and
transmitting signals that are constantly changing. Furthermore, the
inspiration for his work tepds to come from a film, music, or the
theater. -This characterization comes very close to what I am irying to
conceptualize as the creative positive.of responsiveness to the kines-
thetic.

As movement education and educational objectives in the psycho-
motor domain become better integrated into the curriculum, the stu-
dent gifted in kinesthetic responsiveness will likely emerge as a
superior learner. The kind of curriculum described by Clary (1975) is
an example of a curriculum that would provide this possibility. The
physical and kinesthetic interests of children can be used as one
avenue of teaching toward abstract thinking. Such teaching and
learning methodologies as role plaYing, sociodrama, creative move-
ment, and creative dramatics should be an important part of the
repertoire of teachers of the culturally aifferent. However, these
methodologies should be used to trigger advanced discussion and
thinking about subject matter. Otherwise, they will not be successful
In facilitating learning. -

Teachers alsr need to re Jgni zb that the kinesthetically gifted child
is not likely to respond to a teaching style that is purely verbal. Verbal
explanations and instructions may even be difficult for such children
to follow. School psychologists and otherkadministering tests-10 such
children should also be taware of this problem and adopt a more
kinesthetic style in giving motivation and instructions for tests.
Use in Developing Careers: Since movement is such an important 1,ey
to effectiveness in all areas of life, giftedness in kinesthetic respon-
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siveness might enhance success id any career field. The following
career'fields, however, appear to be some in which success is highly
deperuleat upon this kind of giftedness: athlete, athletic coach,
choreographer, clown, dancer, fili editor, i.iterpretive dariher, mime,
physical therapist, recreational specialist, television sports director.

Expressiveriess of Gestures and Body Language

Discovery: Expressiveness of gestures and body language aS a
creative positive of the cult irally different overlaps somewhat with
the creative positives sealing with creative movement and respon-
siveness to the kinesthetic. However, in view of the present state of
knowledge concerning these types of giftedness, it seems desirable to
treat expressiveness of ,,e.stures and body language as a separate set
of abilities. Its focus is of communicating through gestures and body
language and interpreting tais A -f communication.

Certain aspe.:ts of this type of g' ess may be tapped by some of
O'StLavan and Guilford's (1966) tests of social intelligence, espe-
cially their measure labeled Expressio Grouping, which involves the
interprE::.tio:, of picture,' facial expressions. It is my feelini., howev-
er, that tests of this kind miss the essence of the kind of giftedness I
have in mind. Thus, I am suggesting the following checklist of
behaviors, that may help in the discovery of this kind of giftedness:

Expresses ideas powerfully and accurately through gestures and
body language.
Combines speech with gestures and body language to communicate
nuancr , that cannot be expressed by word.
Is skilie' in recognizing the needs of other children Worn the'r
gestures and body language.

,-,kailTed in-recognizing faces.
Is skilled in mimicry, imitations, and impressions.
Is accurate in "reading" the'body language of the teacher.
Uses gestures and hotly language to tel a story.
Is skilled in charades that rely on the use of gestures and body
lanquagc

aders wishing to cr-ate and develop measures for assessing this
type of giftedness sh old find useful guidance in the work of
Birdwhistell (197C1; Davis (19731, Pest (1974 and Harrow (1972).

Importance: Communication through gestures and body language is
obvious in ei3eryday life and is an important aspect of personal
functioning. Accurately interpreting the communications of others
through gesture; and body language is important in all interpersonal
relationships and,thus in the' learning process In its higher forms in
the arts, this type of giftedness brings a great deal of reward to the
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possessor and a great deal of pleasure to the beholders. :hese higher
forms of expressiveness of gestures and body language open people to

new understandings of feelings, new and enriched images, and
inspiration.

Evidence among the Culturally Different: Expressiveness of gestures
and body language has been one common characteristic of the ste-
reotype of the culturally different person in the United States. Since
anthropologists generally agree that gestures are culture linked both
in shape and in meaning, there may be some basis for this stereotype.
Fantini and Weinstein (1968) maintained that disadvantaged chit-
drk 'earn the nature and meaning of nonverbal expres ;ions and
adopt them for their own communkution, in which tone, facial
expression, and gestures convey the real meaning. Since disadvan-
taged children seem to rely more heavily on this type of communica-
tion than do more advantaged children, Fantini and Weinstein
thought that their emotional and affective perceptions may be more
highly developed as a result of this developed ability to cue in on the
unsaid and implied. The folklore, stories, songs, and dances of Blacks,
Indians, Chicanos, Gypsies, and other culturally different groups also
suggest-that members of such groups are highly ale't to a great varie-
ty of nonverbal communicatio ad act upon such communications.
For example, in the story of Johnny Osage (Giles,'1960), a scout was
returning to an Osage village, preceding a returning war part... His
horse followed a zigzag course across the prairie. Had he been
bringing bad_ news, the scout's course would have been a straight,
direct line. Mem-bers of the village took action on this nonverbal
message and began preparations for the returning 2,-01.4...

Use in the Curr;culurn: Freolently, teachers do not acknowledge that
co.amunication takes plat- , unless it is verbal, For example, a
graduate student in one of our summer creativity workshops for
disadvantaged children complained at the end of the workshop that it
bothered her that these children never expressed appreciation for
anything that anyone did for then,. My wife was surprised by this
observation but thought that she might know what the g .duate stu-
dent's difficulty was. She then called an active 6 year cad Black boy
and gave him a red balloon from her purse. He smiled broadly and
danced away with enthusiasm to try out his balloon. The graduate
stucient then said, "I see now what you mean. 1-1, did express his
appreciation." She was able to see hat even though he did not say the
polite "thank you" of the middle class child, this boy's actions
c ,r 'ssed his appreciation much mote genuinely than would an
insincere "thank you."
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The teacher who accurately interprets the communicative gestures
and body language of the culturally different child heightens his or
her perceptions of the child's feelings, needs, and interests. Thus, the
teacher will be able to make more meaningful selections of learning
strategies for that particular child. Such methodologies as role
playing, creative dramatics, simulation, sociodrama, and creative
movement seem to be especially adapted for making use of this type of
giftedness.

Use In Developing Careers: The careeIrs of certain types of actors,
comedians, and entertainers are built on this kind_of giftedness, and
almost any career might be enhanced by it. However, the following-
career fields are some that rely heavily on giftedness in expressive-
ness of gestures and body language: actor, clown, imitator, mime,
nurse, physician, police officer, psychiatrist, psychologist, salesper-
son, sports scout, supervisor of heavy equipment operators, teacher,

Humor

Discovery: 1 nere have been many attempts to develop L.-As of humor,
but at the present time I am unable to identify any well developed,
standardized tests g: humur that could be used in discovering
giftedness in humor. There ate a great variety of theories of humor
(Goldstein & McGhee, 1972), and in each, one may find clues, for
identifying humor in everyday life and in various creative products
such as writing, drawing, and acting. Superiority theories of humor
maintain that the roots of humor are in triumph over other people.
Humor and enjoyment, according to these theories, occur when people
compare them3elves favorably to others as being less stupid, less
ugly, less unfortunate, or less weak. However, this type of humor may
be combined with sympathy, congeniality, empathy, and geniality.
The incongruity theories of humor insist, that humor arises from
disjointed, ill suited pairipgs of ideas or situations or from presenta-
tions of idea or situations that are t'ivergent 13m usual customs,

According to surprise theories of humor, the elements of surprise,
shock, suddenness, or unexpectedness are necessary conditions of
humor. Ambivalence theories of humor contend that the basis of
humor is the simulaneous occurrence of incompatible emotions or
feelings. Release or relief theories of hiimor maintain that the basis of
humor is relief from strain or constraint, or release of.excess tension.
According to configurational theories, humor is experienced when
elements initially perceived as unrelated suddenly fall into place.
Psychoanalytic thoories of humor hold that in humor there is an
t,onomy in the expenditure of feeling; humor turns an event that

would ordinarily cause suffering into less significance..
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One can draw from all 'if these ti,aries of humor to obtain clues for
discovering giftedness humor in the culturally different. I have
tried to find such clues in the creative writings and drawings of chil-
dren. Some workers might find the following checklist helpful:

Portrays the comical, funny, amusing in role playing.
Portrays the comical, funny, amusing in drawings.
Makes humorous, original comic strips,
Portrays the comical, funny, amusing in dramatics.
Makes people laugh a lot in games.
Makes up humorous jokes or stories.
Makes people laugh (not "makes fun of") in discussion.
Describes personal experiences with humor.
Playi1Ll-es on others.

The problem in using these observations is finding appropriate
criteria of what makes something humorous, funny, comical, or
amusing. Other than "it makes me laugh,' the best criteria I have
found are those inherent in the above theories of humor, such as:

Superior or clever adaptation in triumph or victory.
Joining together of incongruous disjointed elements.
Element of surprise, breaking up of a routine course of thought or
action.
Simultaneous experiencing of two or more incompatible emotions
or feelings.
Experience of release from tension or relief from strain).
Joining together of incongruous elements that fall into place.
Making something important unimportant and something unimpor-
tant important.

Importance: Without humor, life would probably be unbearable to
most people. To many people, humor is a survival technique. To those
rare individuals who cultivate ?nd use their giftedness in humor in
careers, there are rewards as cartoonists, satirists, Storytellers,
comedians and jesters of many type: Each of the preceding theories
of humor emphasizes a different human need served by humor.

Evidence canting the Culturally Different: A large proportion of
famous humorists have come from culturally different groups. The
most commonly advanced theory to-support this phenomenon is that
both the ability to produce humor and the ability to see the humorous
in everyday events lire survival techniques fin the culturally differ-
ent, especia'lly among those who are disadvantaged, For example.
Arnez and Ai, holly (1972), in their discussion of contemporary Black
humor, stressed the ability of people to laugh about disappointments
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and unfulfilled dreams and promises. They maintained that what
peoille find humorous is a reflection of 'their culture. Amez and
Anthony identified three stages in Black humor:

1. Ethnic humor in which a group pokes fun at its customs, idioms,
and folkways.

2. Public humor that is perpetuated by outsiders (e.g., the Black
buffoon singing and dancing).

3. Public humor that gives Blacks dignity, power, and courage [e.g.,
Dick Gregiry, Is/1'ms Mabley, Flip Wi;son,'Godfiey Cambridge).

Although one who discovers giftedness in humor among the cultural-
ly different must have some understanding of what is funny in the
cultures concerned, my limited experience indicates that it is possible
to train the members of one .vulture to see humor in the productions of
members of another culture.

Use in the Curriculum: Humor could be used in classrooms to deepen
understanding in every subject in the curriculum. To encourage such
humor among children, a teacher need only make it legitimate to
laugh. Humor seems to develop quite early (even in infancy) and to be
universal. A further encouragement would be to enjoy, recognize, and
make use of the natural humor that occurs in the writings, drawings,
discussions, and dramatizations of students.

Use in Developing Careers: While humor in some career fields seems
to be taboo, giftedness in humor might enhance chances of success in
almost any career field. The following career fields provide some of
the best outlets: cartoonist, clown, comedian, entertainer, humorist,
politician, recreation worker, storyteller, teacher.

Richness of Imagery

Discovery: Richness of imagery has generally been viewed as a
characteristic of creative products (such as poems, essays, stories,
etc.) rather than as an aspect of giftedness. Although my associates
and I (Torrance, 1965c, 1976) have obtained crude measures of
richness of imagery in the writings and drawings of children, I know
of no really satisfactory measure of this type of giftedness, Since
images may be visual, auditory, or kinesthetic, indications of the
ability to produce rich imagery may be sought in all three of these
modalities and in the processes through which images are produced.
The following checklist is suggested as one approach to discovering
this type of giftedness among the culturally different using criteria of
clarity, intensity, vividness, and liveliness for various types rf
imagery:
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Imagery in writings.
Imagery in dance, movement, and other kinetic activity.
imagery, in singing or instrumental music performance.
Imagery \Jsed in relatingpersonal experiences.
Imagery that emerges from oral reading.
Imagery in role playing and dramatics.
Imagery in drawings and other art work.

Importance: Although some scholars (Sutherland, 1971) have said
that richness imagery may not be as important as psychologists
used to think, their arguments have not been convincing. A long line of
scholars do the field of creativity research (Koestler, 1964; Patrick,
1955; Ribot, 1906/1973) have assigned roles of major importance to
imagery in creative thinking. The synectics approach toinvention and
creative problem solving relies quite heavily on richness of imagery
and ateempts to increase the richness of imagery of problem solving
teams by combining people from diverse fields (Gordon, 1961; Gordon
& Poze, 1973). Using measures derived from both Sounds and Images
and Onomatopoeia and Images {Torrance, Khatena, & Cunnington,
1974), considerable validity evidence has been found to show a
connection between richness of imagery and creative behavior in ev-
eryday life and in tichievements such as musical composition,

Evidence among the Culturully Different: Richness of imagery in
informal language among the culturally different has been noted quite
frequently. Radon', fiv;n', and Plum' the Dozens by Foster (1974) and
Block Children, White Dreams by Cottle (1974) provide excellent ex-
amples of this type of giftedness among Blacks. An examination of the
Writing of Blacks (Abdul, 1972; Hughes & Bc.iernps, 1970), Indians
(Levitas, Vivelo. & Vivelo, 1974), and other minority groups in the
United States provides a wealth of illustrations of richness of
imagery. Certainly the story telling of television stars such as Richard
Pryor and J. J. Walker is filled with rich imagery.

Use in the Curriculum: Richness of imagery as a creative positive can
be used deliberately in the curriculum of the school to 'facilitate all
types of learning and intellectual functioning. Many of the more
successful books and courses on improving memory make use of
imagery associated with what is to be remembered. It would appear
that the richer the imagery (i.e., the clearer, more vivid, mare lively,
more intense, etc.), the more likely memory is to be facilitated, Many
of the activities designed by 'Torrance and Myers- (1970) and by
Gordon and his associates (Gordon & Poze, 1968, 1973) are designed to
develop richness of imagery and to use this richness to ;acilitate
creative thinking and problem solving..
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Use in Developing Careers: Some of the more obvious career outlets
for giftedness in producing rich imagery will be found in fields such as
the folloWing: actor, choreographer, composer, dancer, designer,
inventor, painter, salesperson, storyteller, writer.

Originslity'and Inventiveness

Discovery: Thire are a variety of tests that can be used in discovering
giftedness in originality and inventiveness among the culturally dif-
ferent. One of the oldest such tests is the Rorschach Ink Blot Test
(Klopfer & Davidson, 1962), which uses uncommon responses of good
form and human movement as the primary indicators. Current tests
which provide measures of originality include the Barron-Welsh Art
Scale (Barron, 1969), the Structure of Intellect tests (Guilford, 1967),
the Torrance Test,., of Creative Thinking (Torrance, 1966/1974),
Sounds andimages and Onomatopoeia and Images (Torrance, Khat-
ena, & Cunnington, 1974), and Welsh's Origence measure based an the
Welsh Figure Preference Test (Welsh, 1959, 1975).

As with the other crative positives, one need not be dependent
upon psychometric procedures. However, it is helpful to evaluators to
have some criteria for evaluating originality in behavior. One useful
set of guidelines comes from the criteria used by the United States
Patent Office in evaluating the "inventivlevel" of patent applications
{McPherson, 1963). These criteria include:

1. Newness associated with overcoming a special difficulty"offers
something unusual. remarkable, and surprising."

2. Usefulness associated with making a stride forward, going beyond
previous solutions.

3. Required considerable experimentation before achieving a novel
solution.

4. Prior failures to achieve a successful solution.
5. Prior skepticism that.a successful solutio was possible.
6. Existence of an unfulfilled desire which the solution or product

supplies.

Koestler (1964) also offered a set of criteria that may be helpful in
evaluating the originality of behavior:

1. Previous independence of the skills of elements that are trans-
formed and integrated into a new synthesis.

2. Involvement of several levels of consciousness, guidance by
subconscious processes normally under restraint.

3. Activation of regenerative potentials rather than dynamic equi-
librium.
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,4..,Staperflexibility.
5. Novelty.

The following checklist is suggested for purposes of crude screen-
ing:

Produces solutions that others do not think of.
Produces solutions when no one else can.
Solutions are unusual, unconventional.
Stories have unusual, surprising endings.
Stories have unusual, surprising plots.
Comes up with inventions to solve problems.
Innovates with common materials to produce new solutions.
Comes up with solutions to problems that others say cannot be
solved.

Importance: Almost all the breakthroughs in science, medicine, art,
literature, and education have come as a result of originality and
inventiveness. In my long range studies of creative behavior (Tor-
rance, 1972c, 1972d), measures of originality and inventiveness have
yielded the best predictions of adult creative achiev ,tment. In many
ways, originality is the essence of that type of creativity that changes
the world.

Evidence amor:g the Culturally Different: Many of the studies of racial
and socioeconomic differences in creative thinking using the Torrance
Tests of Creative Thinking (Torrance, 1971) have shown originality to"-
be one of the strengths of culturally different groups. There are, of
course;difficulties in differentiating between unusual solutions that
are common to the culture of an individual and unusual solutions that
are unique in all cultures. Some of my students have been working on
this prablem from a cross cultural perspective; and at the present time
this does not seem to be a really serious problem of measurement.
However, it is a factor that does have to be reckoned with. Several
years ago. one first grade teacher who was a student of mine .hought
that het Black pupils were making up original rhymes. We discovered,
however, that these particular rhymes are quite popular in the Black
community but are almost unknown in the White communil It still
seems to be true that society has had to depend on culturally different
individuals to produce many original solutions. Culturally different
individuals seem to bring a "different" perspective, which provides a
new frame of reference end goes beyond solutions of the "more and
bet ter of the same" variety.

Use in the Curriculum: Many recent curriculum materials provide al-
ternative learning activities designed to facilitate original solutions.
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The creative problem solving process (Osborn, 1963; Parnes, 1967),
synectics (Gordon, 1961; Gordon & Poze, 1973), and lateral thinking
(De Bono, 19741 are excellent examples of teachable approaches that
increase the chances that learners will he able to produce more
originaVand inventive solutions. In other sources (Torrance, 1970;
Torrance & Myers, 1970), my associates and I have provided a varie-
ty of curriculum suggestions for encouraging originality and inven-
tiveness. t.

Use in DeveIopii., Careers: The following are some of the career fields
that make heavy use of giftednesE in originality and inventiveness:
advertising writer, cartoonist, consultant (any field), detective,
inventor, legislator, product developer, puzzle maker, school princi-
pal, school _psycholagist_script viriter. short story writer, trouble
shooter (business and industry), writer of instructional materials.

Problem Centeredness

Discovery: Problem centeredness is such a behaviorally oriented phe-
nomenon that it would be difficult to devise a well balanced test to
assess this type of giftedness. However, psychometric procedures
have been devised to assess certain aspects of it. Most such attempts
have involved the length of time a person is willing or able to continue
working on a puzzle or diffict It problem. Frequently, teachers and
parents are annoyed by the problem centeredness of children and tend
not to recognize this type of behavior as a potential strength to be used
in facilitating learning and in developing careers. The following
checklist of problem. centered behaviors is suggekted as a guide in
discovering this kind of giftedness:

, Does not give up easily; keeps trying to solve a problem.
Persists it asking questions about a problem or topic.
Shows concern and tries to solve or help solve problems of others.
Is stimulated try difficult problems.
Is hard to distract when concerned about a problem.
Keeps seeing relevance of new information to problems of the
group.
Comes back to a problem or unfinished task time after time.
Follows up outside of class with prob' , generated in reading or
class discussion by reading, interviewing, experimenting, and so
forth.

Iniportance. One of the major differences between creative problem
solving that leads to genuine breakthroughs in thinking and ordinary
problem solving is that the thinking involved in creative problem
solving requires high motivation and persistence, taking place either
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over a considerable span of time or at high intensity (Newell, Shaw, &

Simon, 1962). Problem centeredness is also reflected in the criteria of
"inventivlever as defined by the United States Patent Office, which

were discussed 'in connection wish the preceding creative positive.

Evidence among the Culturally Different: The problem centeredness
of many culthrally different persons is frequently interpreted as a
sign of a "one track mind." Most culturally different groups, howev-
er, -regard this characteristic in a positive light, as reflected in the
Chicano proverb, "A Dios rogando y con el mazo dando" (Pray to God,
but keep hammering away at your ,prohlem). One reason for this dif-
ference isithat in most culturally different families, especially poor
ones, it is convenient for children to work for long periods at a
problem. Such behavior keeps them occupied and out of the way of
adults who have to be busy at other affairs. However, such behavior
would be annoying in a,middle class, mainstream society family. A
child who becomes absorbed in a problem might b_e forced to Leave it

for another activity or scheduled event.
In working with disadvantaged Black children in a day care center,

one of my students involved a group of 3 and 4 year olds in a game of
seeing how many ways they could think of for putting an object in a
wastebasket. For a few minutes, all of the children participated. Soon
a few of them wandered away to play at something else. I noted,
however, that some of them kept coming back as they thought of new
ways for putting the object in the wastebasket. I have never observed
this kind of behavior among middle class children.

The following are examples of problem centered behavior observed
by my students to a day dare center populated almost entirely by cul-
turally different children, mostly Blacks:

The children as a group frequently worked together to help solve a
behavior or coping problem of a group member. They openly displayed
awareness of others' problems and would spend an hour or more
discussing or analyzing the situation. Frequently, they were very
insistent about reaching a solution before returning to their other activi-

ties.

On an intelligence test. 1 observed one child, Stephanie. who absolutely
refused to give up even when the time was called. Also, she did not notice

outside distracting stimuli while she was working on this problem.

One child kept wanting to beat a drum and one of the workers would put

the drum away. He would keep finding other objects to use as a drum.

Many times I observed children who would start a project or activity and
then do not want to stop or to go on to anothe. activity. The teacher has a

hard time with su, h children when activities are changed.
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Last week I noticed that I am not effective m getting the attention of the
children, but can only talk to them about things that they are involved
inor I can get them interested in my topic only when they come to me. It
is as if a child does not see me unless he comes to see me. I cannot interrupt
hirh at all trom what he is doing at the moment.

One assignment of my students workingin this day care center was
to teach problem solving skills such as brainstorming, evaluating al-
ternatives, and the They discovered immediately that they could
not involve children in an6W problem or activity. They found, howev-
er, that they could teach the creative problem skills and the process if
they used the problem or activity in which the child was already
involved.

Use in the Curriculum: The teacher must recognize that problem
centeredness is a strength upon which curriculum tasks can be built,
and that many culturally different children thrive on such tasks. The
curriculum for the culturally different child might be problem
centered, or better, expression and problem centered. In our summer
workshops we have specialized in combining creative problem
solving with creative expressive activities (Torrance & Torrance,
1972). This strategy would seem to be especially compatible with the
learning styles, of many culturally difft.rent children. Arnram and
Giese (1968), in an Upward Bound Project with culturally different
high school students, demonstrated that the creative problem solving
way of learning appealed to such students arid,, facilitated their
learning.

Use in Developing Careers: Although problem centeredness may
interfere with success in some school programs, it is an asset in most
work careers. The following career fields are some that 'place an
espeiially high premium on this strength of the culturally different:
consultant, editor, executive, inventor, manager, plant section leader,
politician, school psychologist,' scientist, sculptor, social worker,
supervisor, teacher, troubleshooter, urban planner.

Emotional Responsiveness

Discovery: Since emotional responsivenes_ is not associated with lev-
el of intelligence, this characteristic is not usually thought of as an
aspect ' of giftedness. While there are tests of empathy and
emotionality (Lake, Miles, & Earle, 1973), little or no work has been
done to apply such measures to problems of discovering giftedness
among the culturally different. While such woik needs to be done, the
following checklist may be useful in discovering this type of gifted-
ness in the culturally different:
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Listens intently and understandingly.
Feels strong empathy with others and is highly aware of the
feelings, distresses, and needs of others.
Actively responds to meet the needs of others.
Responds emotionally to stories, events, needs of group members,
and so forth.
Is responsive to sincere interest and concern of others.
Seems almost psychic in ability to interpret and anticipate the
actions of others.

Importance: Recently there has been increased interest in education
for affective or emotional achieVement (Krathwohl, Bloom, & Massia,
1964; Strom & Torrance, 1973). As the need for increased interdepen-
dence becomes more evident in a changing world, this concern is
likely to increase, and, with it there is likely to be a greater
appreciation of giftedness in emotional responsiveness,

Evidence among the Culturally Different: Riessman (1962) and many
others have identified emotional responsiveness as a strength othe
culturally different,. It is commonly recognized that members of cul-
turally different groups, especially those who are poor, are more
responsive to orie another's needs than are the more affluent. Houston
( 1973) reported that the disadvantaged children in her studies tried to
help and support one another when they were reciting in the games
and other research tasks that she used. More affluent children under

'similar circumstances laughed at and ridiculed one another. This was
also one of the big differences noted during the brainstorming contest
described earlier between teams of disadvantaged children and teams
of affluent mainstream children. The disadvantaged children watch-
ing the contest kept trying to help their teams, whereas no such
attempts were made by their mainstream counterparts.

r
Use in the Curriculum: Almost all of the recent accounts of the expe-
riences of teachers in schools populated largely by culturally differ-
ent children reflect the importance of emotional responsiveness in the
curriculum of the school (Anderson, 1966; Braithwaite, 1959; Conroy,
1972; Herndon, 1971; Kohl, 1967), Educational writers such asBorton
( 1970), Hopkins (1969), Larrick (1971), Lyon ( 1971), and Rogers
(1969) have offered much excellent guidance to teachers and other
educators for mak.og use of emotional responsiveness in facilitating
learning and growth.

It may be some time before the real importance of emotional
responsiveness in the curriculum is recognized. There is much
evidence to suggest, however, that the heightened emotional respon-
siveness of culturally different children makes them more vulnerable
to hostile or otherwise unfavorable emotional reactions of teachers. It
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may be that this was the really critical factor involved in the
Pygmalion Effect discovered by Rosenthal and Jacobson (1988). Most
of the subjects of this study wer.. culturally different children, and
they apparently sensed clearly a change in the emotional reactions of
their teachers to them. There have been a great variet yof replications
of the Rosenthal and Jacobson study. If it were possible to determine
which ones replicated the emotional responsiveness phenomena of
this study, it might be possible to obtain a better understanding from
this confusing array of studies.

Use in Developing Careers: Certainly most of the helping professions
depend quite heavily on their capacity for emotional responsiveness.
The:following career ai as are some of those that rely most heavily on
giftedness in emotional responsiveness: child care worker, counsel-
or, impromptu actor, lawyer, nurse,- nursery worker, physician,
psychiatrist, psychologist, social worker, teacher, therapist.

Quickness of Warm-up

Discovery: There are vast individual differences in the quickness
with which people warm up or "get ready to go" in Loping with
problems for which they have no learned or habitual responses. Some
warm up very slowly, and in responding to tests of creative thinking
they may go ahead and produce a large number of obvious and
commonplace alternatives before. they are able to do the ':mind
stretching" that results in new or original responses. Or, they may sit
or stand apparently inert and inactive for a considerable length of
time and then seem suddenly to spring into action and produce
brilliant solutions. In track competition, there are brilliant dash
runners who perform poorly in the distance events, while others per-
form poorly in the short distance races and excel in the distance races.

In open ended tests of creative thinking such as the Torrance Tests
of Creative Thinking,certain aspects of quickness of warm-up may be
discovered. Currently, we are obtaining one such measure by deter-
mining how many of the early responses to tasks (first three
responses in the verbal tests and in the repeated figures task of the
figural test) are original (uncommon) responses. The following
checklist may be helpful in discovering youngsters gifted in quick
warm-up:

Begins productive .cork immediately when given a new
assignment.
Becomes tired of.waiting and loses interest when there are delays in
getting a class or activity started.
Goes "all out" on a task immediately.
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Responds immediately to emergencies, quick changes, and so forth.
Adapts immediately to changes in the situation or assignment.
Produces original ideas early in a brainstorming session.

Importance: Although quickness of warm-up may be overrated at
times, there are times when it is essential to survival or to successful
adaptation to change. In a society characterized by frequent and rapid
change, this characteristic can be quite important. There are times
when immediate response to problems is necessary and delays cannot

be tolerated. '

Evidence among the Culturally Different: Blacks in track events have
long been noted for their frequency of success in short distance events
such as the 100 yard dash and relative la .k of success in distance
events such as the mile races. In our summer workshops I have noted a
similar tendency among disadvantaged Black children in many
situations. For example, on the verbal tests of creative thinking, most
of these children would perform with great intensity and produce
large numbers of original and usefutresponses to the first twoor three
tasks and then say that they were tired and could not think anymore.
If the examiner put the test awry and came back later in the day or on
the following day, the intensive response on the first two or three
tasks would be repeated. If the test had been administered in a formal
school setting, the examiner would have falsely concluded that such
children were either nonverbal, contrary, lazy, or unmotivated.

Use in the Curriculum: At first glance, it would appear that there is a
contradiction between my contention that many culturally different
children are physical learners and take a 'Ong time to complete a task
and my contention that many of them warm up quite rapidly. It is
indeed a complex matter. Saying that they are charactelized by
quickness of warm-up does not mean that theyare quick to complete a
task. They 'may go all out and work intensely for a short period, using

a vast amount of 'energy to complete a task. ..

I would like to suggest at least three guidelines in connection with
this particular strength of culturally different children. First. a brief
physical warm-up is very helpful in many learning, problem solving,
and work tasks. Such a warm-up should be quite brief and, if possible,
it should be relevant to the task at hand. Second, the teacher or leader
should be ready to begin insti action without delays. Disadvantage6
children, particularly, will not sit around in a quiet and orderly
manner waiting for a teacher to get warmed up and ready to teach.

Finally, it must be recognized that children cannot be expected to
sustain an "all out" performance over a long period of time. Periods of
relaxation or reduced effort between periods of intense effort should
be permitted. but not forced.
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Usc in Developing Careers: The following are examples of careers that
require quickness of warm-up for success: ambulance attal.,..ant,
athlete,. comedian. first aid specialist, lifeguard, nurse, physician,
'pinch hitter or substitute in various settings, plant section leader,
police officer, recreation worker, rescue worker, special education
teacher. .
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Articulating Discovery
and Nurturance

a In the preceding se= 'ion on the creative positives of the culturally
different I have tried to show how educators can articulate the
processes of discovery and nurturance of giftedness through the cur-
riculum and the development of careers. On an individual basis, many
of the suggestions I have made can be very practical and can serve us a
resource to teachers, school psychologists, and consultants or coor-
dinators in programs for the gifted and talented. These suggestions,
however, may not be very satisfactory to those who have
responsibility for selecting a group of gifted students and designing
an intervention program for them. In the remainder of this mono-
graph, I shall attempt to provide some suggestions for dealing with
this problem.

THREE ALTERNATIVES

lust as I have pointed out ways of ars:culating the processes of
discovery and nurturance of giftedness in connection with each of the
creative positives, I believe that one of the first considerations in
selecting and programing should be to fit the two processes together

armuniuosiy. - mean -b-y this that. one.. should .not -salact. students .....
according to one measure of gifts iness and then place them in a
program desigied to develop some ,ther type of giftedness. As an
example of how this can be done. I would like to describe a proposal I
recently made before a seminar of the Southern Regional Educational
Board concerning the problem of attracting able Black students to
predominantly White colleges and universities and attracting able
White students to predominantly Black colleges.

To attract able BlaCk students to predominantly White colleges and
universities, and vice versa, students must be offered something
"special," some new opportunity that they could not find elsewhere.
More and better of the same will not be enough.

Al'e.rnative admissions criteria should be appropriate for the kind.
of programs fur which students are recruited and selected, It is unfair
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to recruit academically gifted (high IQ, SAT, GRE, etc.) students for
programs requiring creative achievement. Similarly, it is unfair to re-
cruit and select highly creative students and then place them in the
usual academic program. It is suggested that each college or univer-
sity establishing one of the following three alternative programs ini-
tially admit 25 to 50 students, appoint a full time director, provide
space for headquarters and establish a procedure for applying the al-
ternative criteria. Approximatel' equal numbers of White and Black
students would be selected. It would also be highly desirable to
include members of other culturally different groups. Some type of
scholarship (waiver of tuition and fees, even a small sum such as
$500) should be provided. Graduates of the program might be
prepared fa conventional occupations, but they would more likely
enter unconventional occupations or occupations presently nonexis-
tent.

Talent Development Center

For this alternative, students with some exceptional talent would be
recruited. This talent might be in writing, one of the visual -arts,
drama, music, dance, science, politics, mathematicseven unconven-
tional talents needed by society. All kinds of evidence would be
accepted for evaluation, such as art products. musical compositions,
photographs, videotaped performances, research reports, and sam-
ples of creative writing. The nature of the evidence would depend in
part on the ingeruity and creativeness of the applicant. This alterna-
tive program would. be designed to develop the student's particular
giftedness and help the student create the kind of career he o. she
desires. The student would take courses in whatever departments
would facilitate the development of the proposed career, including in-

.. .... . *lie osieet Atudy., wader professors. an.fl NxeciAlists in,t he-community _ ,-

or rehion. The director of this program would be a person expert in the
field of career development.

Future Studies Center

For this alternative, students gifted in future problem solvin!4 wouhl
be recruited nd selected. The special alternative admissions criteria
might be performance on the future problem solving tests develop -1
by Torrance, Biuch. and Goolsby or some similar battery yet to :,e De-
veloped. The alto, ..ative program v.. ould develop abilities in future
problem solving, futures research, and the like. The director of this
program would be a qualified futures scholar. Students in the
program would eoroll in courses in whatever departments offer op-
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portunities for developing the competencies needed in futures stud-
ies or careers.

Creative Studies Center

For this alternative, students gifted in creative problem solving would
be recruited a-id selected. As admissions criteria, it is proposed that
the Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking and the creativity score of the
Alpha Biographical Inventory be used. Both instruments are rela-
tively fre.. of racial and socioeconomic bias. The program would be

similar to late Creative Studies Program of New York State University
College at Buffalo developed by Parnes and Noller (1973) and de-
scribed in their book Toward Supersanity: Channeled Freedom. In
addition to the integrating core of creative studies, students might
take some conventional major, or they might simply take courses
throughout the college or university to enhance their skills as creative
problem solvers. The director of this program would have special
expertise in creative problem solving and in developing creative
problem solving skills in others.

ALTERNATE APPROACHES FOR ARTICULATING DISCOVERY
AND NURTURANCE OF GIFTEDNESS

Since there are vast differe.nVes in needs among local educational
agencies, approaches for articulating discovery and nurturance of

giftedness in the culturally ifferent must vary from one locality to
another; more than one a- ;roach may be needed in a single school
district. While many alternatives and partial alternatives have been
identified in this monograph. I would like to suggest a few general
approaches to combining these -alternatives into wo-kable patterns.
XI;Lege_perpta,pprpkictievr,oposeckin the preceding sect ion for college.,
served by the Southern Regional Educational 2oard may depart loo
sharply from current institutional procedures among high schools
and colleges. Compromise alternatives will generally have to be de-
veloped. The following are some of the more obvious general
approaches.

From Cultural Positive to Mainstream Requirements

An approach that would he acceptable in some localities is to use cul-
tural positives or strengths to discover giftedness in the culturally
different, and then to use these strengths as a basis for developing the
competencies required for success in mainstream culture. In other
words, students might be administered tests such as the Torrance
Tests of Creative Thinking or the Alpha Biographical InV'entory ar
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other procedures described for discovering the creative positives.
Programs making use of these strengths would then be developed. The
competencies required for success in mainstream culture would be de-
veloped as readiness develops.

A program developed in 1965 by George Witt (1971) in New Haven,
Connecticut, illustrates how this approach might work. Witt selected
gifted, disadvantaged Black children on the basis of the figural form of
the Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking and a creativity test task that
he developed. Sixteen children in the second and third grades of a
ghetto school were selected. Twelve of them continued in this
program for several years. The program continued to ch 'nge as the
children's competencies and needs changed. As high level abilities
were manifested, opportunities were provided for the children to have
drama, music, art, ballet, and other kinds of lessons from outstanding
teachers. Many of their parents and older siblings were assisted in
upgrading their educational and career skills, and they acquired
better jobs. Various kinds of sponsors were arranged for both the chil-
dren and their families, and help was given in providing improved
study conditions in the home as the children entered junior high
school. The children first moved from their ghetto schools to main-
stream public schools and later to first rate private schools.

These transitions were eased by several devices. First, there were
contacts with sponsors and teachers from the mainstream culture,
initiation into public facilities such as libraries and museums, and
attendance at cultural events with sponsoring families. Later,
scholarships were obtained for the children's participation irhigh
quality summer camps in the arts and sciences, and the children
learned that they could compete successfully with the children of
college professors, bankers, and politicians. Volunteers from the
mainstream culture then worked with the families of the children.
Ev en. later,-scho rs hips WRIT arr-anged --14*-alteildarwe ra-te
private schools. The competencies with which they succeeded in these
situations wer,: attained as do outgrowth of activities that made use of
their creative positives rather than as a direct result of deliberate
at tempts to develop these competencies

The characteristics Witt (1968) used to describe this program may
pro Ade useful clues fcr interVention programs at tempting to imple-
ment this alterative approach. These characteristics are as follows:

1. The program must be clearly structured but fleAibie and open
ended.
It must prim, cpportunities to be rewarded for solving prob-
}erns.

3. It must be iewed by one and all in a positive light.

7,3
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4. It must be tangible and have many activities conducted in the
homes.

5. There must be enough competent adults in chargelo minimize the
need for the ubiquitous instant jeering and quarreling.

6. Controls must be continued indefinitely.
7. It must involve excqing people within and outside the inner city.
8. AU learning experiences should be designed so that exciting

perceptual-motor experiences precede, accompany, and follow
cognitive growth.

9. It must be intimately coordinated by a director expert in

individual; group, and community dynamics.
10. It must"provide for the support, control, and involvement of the

children's families, parents, and siblings.

-The ultimate move of culturally different children whose talent is
nourished in these ways might be into graduate and professional
schools, schools of the per. -.ping and creative arts, or appropriate
apprenticeships.

Partial Traditional Criteria and Intermediate Intervention Programs

Discovery of giftedness could be based nn outstanding performances
on partial criteria of traditional t. es. For example, some culturally
different students perform outstanding!: in a specific field such as
science, mathematics, or foreign languages. Or, they might have high
scores on the quantitative section of the Graduate Record Aptitude
Examination or the College Entrance Examiration Board tests yet per-
form poorly on the verbal tests. Or, emphasis might be p1 red en those
subtests of the Binet, Wechsler, and other instruments on which cul-
turally different children excel, as suggested by Bruch (1974). Meeker
(1969). and others. Or, the plan suggested by Mercer (1973) might be

"iiii tile 'After -vetec t ton g -taken -place7atrint-ermeclittiv, -tater-
vention program would be introduced to prepare the candidates to

move on o high level opportunities. Even here, the cultural strengths
of the candidates would be used as the basis for developing the
intervention program.

A promising model of this alternative is provided by a program in

the medical scient:e area described by Shepherd (1972). This experi-
ment was known as the High School Education Program at the
University of Pennsylvania, shortened to HEP-UP. The initial pro-
gram involved 30 students, 10 each from three large high schools near
the university. These students, all Black, were selected on the basis of
motivation Lut not necessarily high achievement. The project director
looked for young people who might have high science grades or who
might be eNcited by science. Many surprising successes followed,
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even though some of these students were too filled with tension and
hatred to work in the situation. In a 1972 evaluation of the project, the
evidence described by Shepherd indicated that Black disadvantaged
young people can compete with the more affluent ones in medical
schools and graduate schools. Such successes were made possible by
the intervening experiences of working with highly competent and
interested scientists, medical researchers, and the like. It would have
been disastrous to have moved such students directly to colleges,
graduate schools, and professional schools.

Discovery and Programing Based on Creative Positives

A third alternative would be to base both selection criteria and
program development on the creative positives described in this
monograph. This has been done in a number of short term programs,
such as those described by Amram and Giese (1968) and Dustman
(1979). Such programs provide assurance that this approach might be
successful and give cities concerning the implementation of this al-
ternative. However, short term projects are not adequate for helping
culturally different, gifted students attain their potentialities.

One way of implementing this alternative is to develop special
school in the performing and creative arts (music, drama, visual arts,
darn This approach is now being partially tested in such
schoci. Houston, Texas; New Haven, Connectii t; New Orleans,
Louisiana; and North Carolina. It may be that these schools will lead
into some new directions. For example, the New Haven school is
emphasizing the dis'overy and nurturance of giftedness among
gifted, haodicapped y Jung people (deaf and hard of hearing, blind,
emotionally dii turbed, etc.). The New Orleans school has taken a
strong career education approach:

Aifah-eirac-et-a-f this approach would be through curricular reform
in all schools, not just special alternative schools. Furthermore, the
curricula of the alternative schools themselves would have to be dif-
ferent. "More and better of the same" curricula should be avoided.
Stoddard (1973) discussed this problem in connection with the
education of Mexican Americans. He contended that present educa-
tional curricula in the United States have been developed under the
direction of middle class legislators, administrators, and educators.
'this has been reinforced, he pointe." ..t, by textbook materials that
reflect the ethnocentric view .1 these groups. Standardized elemen-
tary, se:-.)ndary, and cc"- ate materials have become self perpetuat-
ing. Stoddard charged t Nat teacher education programs are not noted
for requiring a broad, multicultural, multilingual educatio,,al back-
ground and usually show no sensitivity to or awareness of cultural

7b
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differences. H2 contended that the inaccuracies in present history
textbooks are a great harrAcap to Mexican American, Black, and
Indian children in developing pride in their incestry and in them-
selves. On the positive sick. Stoddard contended that cultural
pluralism has survived despite long efforts to eliminate it, and that
the strengths maintained thereby are available for development. He
believes that the United States is in a period of transition concerning
the acceptability and usefulness of diversity. The alternative sug-
gested here seems especially appropriate for such a period in history.

Selection of Students High on Cultural Positives and Moderate on
Traditional Criteria

A fourth approach would be to select students who demonstrate
giftedness in the cultural positives and who perform moderately well
on traditional criteria. Students identified as gifted in this way would
then be provided special support programs to help them attain higher
levels on the traditional criteria. Generally, these compensatory
efforts have been in the Pygmalion tradition and have not beat very
successful. A rather novel approach proposed by Whimbey and
Whimbey (1975) might be considered. This approach is a kind of
cognitive therapy. Students are made aware of their strengths and
weaknesses in thinking strategies and are provided directed, specific
help in improving their thinking behavior. In essence, they attain the
strengths that characterize giftedness in the mainstream culture.

Competition in Creative Writing, Art, Music, Dance, Crafts

A fifth alternative would be to discover and nurture giftedness among
the cult' rally different through programs of competition in those
areas _in which culturally different students frequently excel

.

creative writing, art, music, dance, andcrafisSfiariyraitieqr-i-UCteSVUr
and highly developed progrh.ms-of this kind already exist in athletics,
and many culturally- different youngsters have won succr,s, fame,

_ fortune, and self fLlfillment through them.

FURTHER GENERAL GUIDELINES FOR DISCOVERING AND

NURTURING GIFTEDNESS

While it would be premature to Formulate a comprehensive set of
guidelines for discovering and nurturing giftedness in the culturally
different, the following are some of the guiding principles that now
seem to be griportant.

First, the different but not inferior perspective is likely to he more
productive in discovering giftedness in the culturally different than-
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are the deficit and the opportunity deprivation perspectives as
conceptualized by Edmund W. Gordon (1974). Attention should be
given io those kinds of giftedness that are encouraged and valued by
the particular culture to which a person belongs.

Second, creativeness should always be one of the criteria consid-
ered in searching for giftedness in the. culturally different, though not
the sole criterion. There are two major reasons for this: (a) Creativity
is a key characteristic of almost every person who has made outstand-
ing social contributions, and (b) creativity is one of the greatest and
most common strengths of culturally different groups in the United
States,

Third, a variety of kinds of giftedness should be considered in both
the discovery and the nurt urance process. It should also be recognized
that creativity is a multivariate phenomenon, and different kinds of
creative thinking abilities should be sampled in' the identification
process and encouraged through intervention programs. Tests and
performance tasks used in evaluation and instruction should be open
ended and permit culturally different students to use their experi-
ences, whatever they may ha vt. 1-een.

Fourth, the particular strengths (ci eative positives) of the cultural-
ly different should be used in designing the content of the curriculum
and in making decisions regarding methods of instruction. The
learning environment should have those special characteristics that
are congenial to this kind of curriculum and the methods of instruc-
tion that accompany it. Many of the ideas needed for designing such
curricula and methods of instruction have been included in the
previous discussions on the use of creative positives in the curricu-
lum.

iPYgifte4,cuiti.tr_allY different studemts,,thege._,
should be careful avoidance of unreasonable financial demands.
Many such students will be from economically deprived families.
Stress should be placed on improvisation with commonplace mate-
rials. the use of natural phenomena, and access to public facilities
such as libraries, zoos. playgrounds, parks, public buildings, and the
like. Where possible. there should be opportunities for earning the
money necessary for purchasing items such as books, art materials,
music instruments, or music lessons.

Sixth, learning activities, administrative procedures. and class-
room management practices should be so planned and executed as to
help culturally different, gifted children cope with and grow out of
their feelirgs of alienation. Basically; this will involve the devel-
opment of pride in their special strengths and opportunities for
sharing the fruits of those strengths with others.
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Finally, a special characteristic of programs for culturally differ-
ent, gifted students should make heavy reliance on learning and
working in teams or small groups. These should include both teacher
initiated and pupil initiatted activities, planned as well as impromptu
experiences. In small groups, disadvantaged Black students who sit
silent and apathetic in 'formal classroom activities are amazingly
verbal and articulate. Repeatedly I have seen a disadvantaged Black
child teach another somewhat younger child quitr effectively when
teacher after teacher had failed. I have also seen them teach adults just

as adroitly, using teaching skills that any professional pedagogue

would sinvy. At the New Orleans Cerher for the Creative Arts I saw
exciting exampies of gifted, culturally different students and
mainstream culture students spontaneously teaching one another,
problem solving, and learning together. Mutual respect, exchange of
information and ideas, and exploration of new alternatives in a
musical composition were being experienced.

Culturally different, gifted children, especially disadvantaged
ones, need sponsors who can encourage and protect their rights when

they are frustrated, discourp -,ed, or abused. They need sr meone
special to them who can see that they get a chance. The purpose would
not be to give them something for nothing, but rather to see that they
have a chance to work for It.

ro
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Appendix A

Summary of Studies of Racial and
Socioeconomic Bias of the Torrance

Tests of Creative Thinking

Number
Investigator a Grade level of subjects Results

Check, 1969 4, 7, 12 600 No race (Black/White)
differences on verbal or
figural tests.

Covingt'n, 1969 Age 15-18 226 No race (Black/White)
differences in spite of 15
point IQ dvference.

Dent, '1969 junior 146 No SES differences on
high school verbal or figural tests.

Dalton, 1973 College 261 No race (Black/White)
differences on verbal flu-
ency and flexibility;
Whites higher on verbal
originality.

Frierson, 1965 Elementary 285 Higher SES excelled ort
gifted originality and elabora-
(IQ=147) tion but not on fluency

and flexibility.
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Number
Investigator a Grade level of subjects Results

Gezi, 1969 Elementary NAb Lower SES higher on fig-
ural tests.

Johnson, 1973 3-6 145 No SES differences on
figural tests.

Kaltsounis, 1974 8 111 Black lower SES higher
than White middle SES
on fluency and original-
ity.

McDaniel, 1973 7 (Asian, 192 Complex, but high SES
White, Black, generally scored higher;
Spanish) White and Asian scored

better -than Black and
Spanish.

McNamara, 1964 4, 5, 7

Moreno, 1974 5, 6

Richmond, 1969 8

Ross, 1963 5

f.

94 No SES differences on
verbal tests; low SES
excelled on most figural
measures.

218 No SES diWrences on
verbal or figural tests; no
race differences on verbal
measures and figural
flexibility, originality,/
and elaboration.

NAb Whites excelled Blacks on
verbal. -o differences on
figu. tests except
Blackb xcelled on elabo-
ration.

117 No SES differences on
verbal and figural tests.
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Number
Investigator Grade level of subjects Results

Seymour, 1975 4, 5, 6 235 No SES differences on 9
of 10 variables; lower

5 SES higher only on figu-
ral elaboration.

Smith. 1965 5

Soliman, 1967 12

603 Among Whites, SES posi-
tively related to verbal
measures and negatively
related to figural; among
Blacks, no SES differ-
ences on verbal or figural
measures.

484 No SES differences on
figural or verbal mea-
sores.

Solomon, 1967 1, 3, 5 722 Some measures favor low
SES: some favor higher
SES.

Tibbetts, 1969 10, 11, 12 258 Negative SES relation-
ship to figural and verbal
tests (r - 51).

Torrance, 1967 1-6 1000 + Blacks higher on figural
tests; Whites higher on
verbal tests.

Williams, Teubner, 4
& Harlow, 1973

237 No SES, race, urban-rural,
differences on figural
measures; ove .1. differ-
ences on v ; pri-
m/ .ry to v, erbal
scor,!s of boil. Ii=di in SES
groups.

Bibliographic information on these st idles is inch ded in thz1
References.

b Not available.



Appendix B

Sample Checklist for Observing Signs of
Giftednes3 among the Culturally Different

1 Sees things in unusual visual perspective.
2. Combines things in unusual ways.

_ 3 Influences other children to do things he or she initiates.
4. Plans activities for group and/or self.
5 Organizes (structures) group to carry out activities (deter-

mines who does what).
_ 6. Sustains attention for a long time.
_ 7. Becomes deeply absorbed in an activity.

8. Examines apd observes things very thoroughly.
9. Sits quietly and produces alternative solutions.

_10. Makes up and tells fantastic stories/songs/pictures.
_11 Draws pictures showing movement.
._12. Sees movement in pictures, inkblots, sculptures, and so forth._
_13 Does not wait for instructions; goes ahead and explores and

tests alternatives.
_14 Follows instructions without being compulsively conforming

(dependent on instructions).
_'5. Possesses strong commitment/love for something; goes into

depth about something.
_16 Makes things "run" (toys, equipment, machines, etc.).
_17 Questions accepted ways of doing things.
_18 Considers possibilities of the improbable.
_19. Makes extensive collections with sustained effort (insects,

stamps, flowers, etc.).
_20 Picks up ideas of others and elaborates or puts them into

r don.
_21 Reads voraciously at every opportunity.
_22 Invents a variety of contrivances, gadgets.
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--23 Writes poems, stories on own initiative.
___24 Makes drawings tell a story.
___25 Can tell story in mime.
___26 Persists in observing something over a period of several days

or weeks.
___27 Constructs ingenious toys.
_28 Watches natural phenomena (birds, insects, clouds, etc.).
___29 Has amazing capacity for hard work.
_30 Makes people laugh, tells humorous stories, draws humorous

pictures.



Appendix C

Annotated List of Biographies
and Autobiographies for Young Readers

of Successful Culturally Different People

3 The following ann,- 'ed list of biographies and autobiographies of
culturally different men and women may serve several diffeCent
purposes. First, these books provide culturally different students
with meaningful career information. The lives of the subjects of these
biographies.and autobiographies des.zibe how their career decisions
were made, the problems they encountered in preparing for theit;',
careers, and the difficulties they encountered on the way to success:
Second, the lives of these unusually successful men and women may
provide motivation to culturally different children and young people::
They can see how other culturally different people have succeeded.
Third, the lives of these famous men and wr men illustrate the
importance of the r.reative positives, how they can be used in school,
and how they can be used in developing careers. Fourth, the lives of
these culturally different people show that the creative positives do
exist in the lives of the culturally differv. Fifth, these accounts
provide clues about the discovery of gifteu,tess in the culturally dif-
ferent.

No claim of completeness is made. Most of the biographies and
autobiographies included in this list are fairly recent. Libraries will
have many good autobiographies and biographies that are now out
print. In the annotation, an estimate is made of =e grade level for
which each book is appropriate. However, individual children might
find a book at an earlier or later level quite helpful, depending on
reading level and developmental stage.

Abdul. R. Famous black entertainers of today New York. Dodd. Mead. 1974.
Eighteen sketches of the careers of Black musicians, theatrical people-,
dancers. comedians. and film people. Grades 6-9.
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Alexander. R. P. Young and black in America. New York: Random House,
1970. Episodes from the lives of eight Black men and women (Frederick
Douglass, Richard Wright, Daisy Bates, Malcolm X, Jimmy Brown, Anne
Moody, Harry Edwards, and David Parks). Grades 7-12.

Allyn, P. The picture life of Herman Bridal°. New York: Watts, 1972.
Biography of the first Puerto Rican to be a voting member of Congress.
Grades 2-4.

Angelou, M. I know why the caged bird sings. New York: Random House,
1969. Autobiography of Maya Angelou, contemporary Black poet, dancer,
and scholar. Grades 7 12.

Angelou. NA. Gather together in my name. New York: Bantam Books, 1974.
Autobiography of the adolescent years of Maya Angel III. Grades 7-12.

Acquit', F. Diego Rivera: The shaping of an artist Norman 3K. University of
Oklahoma Press, 1971. Biography of one of the giants among twentieth
century painters, Diego Rivera. Grades 6-12.

Baez, J. Daybreak New York: Dial Press, 1968. Autobiography of loan Baez.
Mexican American folksinger and pacifist. Grades 7-12.

Bailey, P. The raw Pearl New York: Pocket Books, 196q. Autobiography of
Pearl Bailey. popular singer and entertainer. Grades 7-12.

Baldwin, J. Nobody knows my name. New York. Dial Press, 1961. Partial
autobiography of James Baldwin. eminent Black writer. Grades 7-12.

Baldwin. J. Notes of a native son New York Dial Press. 1961. Autobiograpn-
ical notes of James Baldwin. Grades 7-12

Booker, S. Susie-King Taylor'. Civil war nurse New York: McGraw-Hill, 1969.
Biography of the noted war nurse, Susie King Taylor. Grades 3-6.

Brownmiller. S. Shirley Chisholm. New York: Doubleday, 1970. Biographical
sketch of Black politician Shirley Chisholm, with emphasis on her initiation
into politics Grades 5'-9.

Bruner. R. Whitney M Young. Jr New York. David McKay, 1972. Biography
of Whitney M.. Young. Jr.. leader of the Urban League. Grades 6-9.

Buchanan. R. Don Diego de Vargas. The peaceful conquistador. New York: P.
J. Kennedy & Sons. 1963. Biographical sketch of Don Diego, governor' of New
Mexico. Grades 7-12.

Burchard, M Kareem Abdul Jobber New York: Putnam, 1972. Biography of
the great Black basketball player. Lew Alcindor or Kareem Abdul Jabber.
Grades 2-4.

Burchard. M. Spans hero Phil Esposito New York. Putnam. 1975. Biography
of Phil Esposito, hockey star. Grades 3-4.

Carmichael S. Stokely speaks. New York: Vintage Books. 1971. Partial
autobiography of Stokely Carmichael. Black liberation activist. Grades
9-12,

Chisholm, S. Unbought and unbossed Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1970.
Autobiography of the Black political leader, Shirley Chisholm. Grades
7-12.

Cintron. C. Memoirs of a bullfighter New York: Holt. Rinehart & Winston,
1968. Autobiography of the famous bullfighter, Conchita Cintron. Grades
7-12.

Clark, E. Cherokee thief New York: Crowell-Collier. 1970. Account of the life
of John Ross, Cherokee leader of the early 1800's. Grades 5-9.
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Cohoe. A Cheyenne sketch book. Norman OK: University of Oklahoma Press,
1964 Autobiographical and biographical materials on the Cheyenne
warrior and artist, Cohoe. Grades 4-12.

Davis, D. S. Mr. block labor. New lc: E. P Dutton, 1972. Biography of A.
Philip Randolph, sometimes called the Father of the Civil Rights Movement.
Grades 7-12.

Davis. S., Jr., Boyar. I & Boyar, B. Yes. I can. New York: Pocket Books, 1965.
Autobiography of Sammy Davis, jr., popular Black dancer, comedian, and
television star. Grades 9-12.

De Kay, J. Meet Martin Luther King New York: Random House, 1969. Bio-
graphical sketch of Martin Luther King, Jr., civil rights leader and winner of
the Nobel prize for peace. Grades 3-6.

Egypt. 0. S. James Weldon Johnson New York: Crowell, 1974. Biography of
the versatile Black song writer and leader, James Weldon Johnson. Grades
2-4.

Einstein, C, Willie Mays. Coast to coost giont New York: Putnam, 1963.
Biography of Willie Mays, famous Black baseball star. Grades 4-7.

Feelings, T. Black pilgrimage. New York: Lothrop, 1972. Partial aut, oio-
graphy of Tom Feelings, contemporary Black artist and interpreter of Black
people. Grades 5-9.

Felton, H. W. Nat Love, Negro cowboy. New York: Dodd, Mead, 1969.
Biography of Nit Love, Black pioneer of the wild west. Grades 3-6.

Felton, H. W. Nancy Ward. Cherokee New York. Dodd, Mead, 1975. Bio-
graphy of Nancy Ward, Cherokee woman highly honored by her people.
Grades 4-6.

Fenderson, I.. H. Daniel Hale Wilhoms Open heart doctor. New York:
McGraw-Hill, 1970. Biography of Daniel Hale Williams, Black pioneer in
heart surgery. Grades 3-6.

Franchere. P. Cesar Chavez New Yon.: Crowell, 1970. Biographical sketch of
Cesar Chavez, Chicano leader and labor organizer. Grades 2-4.

Gibson, B., & Pepe, P. From ghetto to glory Englewood Cliffs NJ: Prentice-
Hall, 1968. Biography of Bob Gibson. longtime Black baseball great. Grades
6-9.

Giles. J. H Johnny Osage Boston. Houghton Mifflin, 1960. Fictionalized
biography of an Osage warrior-leader. Grades 7-12.

Graham, S The story of Phyllis Wheatley New York: Julius Messer, 1957.
Biography of the noted Black slave artist and writer, Phyllis Wheatley.
Grades 3-6.

Graves, C. P. Matthew A f Jenson Nevi, York. Putnam, 1971. Sketch of the life
of Matt Henson, Black explorer to the North Pole. Grades 2-4.

Greenfield, E. Rosa Parks New York Crowell, 1973. Biographical sketch of
Rosa Parks. Black woman who precipitated the famous Montgomery bus
strike. Grades 2-4.

Gregory, D. Nigger New York: Pocket Books 1964. Autobiography of Dick
Gregory, popular entertainer and Black civil rights leader. Grades 9-12.

Gridley, M. E. (Ed.). Indians of today (4th ed.). New York: ICFP, Ines, 1971.
Brief biographical sketches of outstanding Indians of today. Grades 6-12.

Gridley, M. E. Contemporary American Indian leaders New York: Dodd,
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Mead, 1972. Biographical sketches of 26 eminent Indian leaders. Grades
6-10.

Gutman, B. Hank Aaron. New York Grassett & Dunlap, 1973. Biographical
sketch of Hank Aaron. holder of the world record for home runs. Grades 3-6.

Hab- r. L. Black pioni,ers of science and invention. New York: Harcourt Brace
vanovich, 1970. Biographical sketches of 14 Blacks who made important

breakihroi ghs in scientific discovery and invention. Grades 6-12.
Hamilton. V W. E. B -DuBois New York: Crowell, 1972. Biography of W. E. B.

DuBois. noted Black leader, author, and thinker. Grades 5-12.
Hamilton. V. Paul Robeson. New York: Harper & Row, 1974. Biography of the

famous Black actor, singer, and writer, Paul Robeson. Grades 7-12.
Hansberry, L. To We young, gifted and black Englewood Cliffs NJ: Prentice-

Hall, 1969. Autobiography of the noted Black playwright, Lorraine Hans-
berry. Grades 7-12.

Harnan, T. Gordon Parks. Black photographer and film maker. New York:
Garrard. 1972. Adolescent and adult biography of Gordon Parks, noted
photographer, film maker, and author. Grades 3-6.

Ha:.nan, T. African rhythm-American dame. New York: Knopf, 1974,
Biography of Katherine Dunham, a major Ellack artist Grades 6-9.

Haskins, J Adam Clayton Powell. Portrait of u marching black. New York:
Dial Press, 1974. Biography of the Black political leader, Adam Clayton
Powell. Grades 7-12.

Haskins, T, From Lew Alcandor to hareem Abdul Jabbar. West Caldwell NI:
Lothrop, Lee & Shepard, 1974. Biography of the famous Black basketball
player Grades 5-7.

Howard, H. P. Sacamwea Norman OK: University-of Oklahoma Press, 1972.
Biography of Sacajawea, the Shoshoni woman who guided the Lewis and
( ",irk expedition. Grades 7-12

Jordan, M. Someday I'll be somebody Atlanta GA: Forum House, 1974.

Biography of Mickey Hordan. screen actress from disadvantaged White
background. Grades 7-12.

Kaufman, M. D. Jesse Owens New York: Crowell. 1973 Biography of the
great Black track star. Jesse Owens. Grades 2-4.

Ketchum. R. Will Rogers: His life and times New York. McGraw-Hill, 1973.
Biography of the famous Indian, cowboy humorist, and movie star. Grades
5-10

Killens, J. 0. Great gittin up morning. New York: Doubleday, 1972. Biography
of Denmark Vesey, important early militant in Black history. Grades 6-9.

Lotielace, M. H. What Cabrillo found. The, story of Juan Rodriguez Cabrillo.
New York: Crow, ell. 1958. Biography of the discoverer of California, Grades
7-12.

Martin, M. F. Biographies of black Americans for all At iericans. Columbus
OH. Highlights for Children. 1971. Briet biographical ';ketches of 31 Black
Americans whose accomplishments have made history. Grades 3-6,

May. J. Roberto Clemente New York: Crestwood House, 1973. Biography of
Roberto Clemente, Puerto Rican baseball star and folk hero. Grades 3-4.

Mays, B. E. Born to rebel New York: Charles Scribner. 1971. Autobiography
of the noted Black educator and leader. Grades 8-12.
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Moisek, R. The tall candle: The personal chronicle of a Yaqui Indian. Lincoln
NB: University of Nebraska Press. 1971 Life story of a Yaqui revolution:
ary. Grades 7-12.

Montgomery, E. R. Chief Joseph Guardian of his people New York: Dell,
1969. Biography of Chief Joseph, leader of the Nez Perce Indians in Oregon,
who tried to keep peace between Indians and settlers. Grades 3-5.

Neary, I. Julian Bond: Black rebel. New York: Morrow, 1971. Biography of
Julian Bond, young Black legislator and civil rights leader. Grades 7-12.

Neihardt, J. G. Black Elk speaks New York: Pocket Books, 1972. Biography of
Black Elk, famous warrior and medicine man of the Oglala Sioux. Grades
9-12.

Nelson. M. C. Maria Martinez New York: Dillon, 1972. Biography of Maria
Martinez, famous Indian potter. Grades 7-9.

Newlon. C. Famous Mexu un Americans New York: Dodd:Mead, 1972. Bio-
graphical sketches of 20 Chicanos who have become known_ for their
achievements in diverse fields. Grades 6-9.

.Paredes, A., & Paredes, R. Mexican American authors. Boston: Houghton
Mifflin. Sketches of 12 noted Mexican American writers. Grades 6-12.

Peters, M. film-k achievement. Chicago: Johnson Pubhshmg Co., 1970. Bio-
graphical sketches of 21 Blacks who hate made outstanding contributions.
Grades 3-7

Quirarte, J. Mexican American artists Austin TX: University of Texas Press,
1973. Sketches of 30 M. vican American artists. Grades 5-12.

Radford. R. L. Mary McLeod Bethune New York. Putnam, 1973. Biography of
Mary McLeod Bethune, pioneer in Black education. Grades 2-4.

Reasons. G.. & Patrick, S. They had a dream New York: New American
Library. 1969. Briet biographies of 53 outstanding Black Americans. Grades
5-12

Robinson. B. Dark companion The story of Matthew Henson New York:
Fawcett, 1967. Biography of Matthew Henson. the lust great Black explorer
of the North Pole Grades 6-12

Rollins, C H Black troubadour Chicago: Rand Mc Nally. 1970 Biography of
Langston Hughes. eminent Black poet. Grades 7-10.

Rudeen, K. Jackie Robinson New York- Crowell, 1971 Biography of Jackie
Robinson, first Blau( plater in major league baseball. Grades 2-4.

Rodeen. K. Roberto Clemente New York. Crowell, 1974. Biography of the
Puerto Rican ba.eball star. Roberto Clemente. Grades 2-4

Si huh z. P. H Pool Lauren( Punbor. bini k poet laureate New York. Garrard,
1974 Biography of the noted Black poet; Paul Laurence Dunbar. Grades 4-6.

Shm t. B. Bloch and tt bite baby New York Curtis Books. 1971. Autobio-
graphy of Bobby Short, noted Black musician and supper i lob entertainer.
ur,Aics 8-12

Stambler, I. Golden guitars New York Four Winds, 1971 Story of country
music with emphasis upon its stars, most of w horn came from i ulturally dif-
ferent backgrounds Grades 8-10

Stevenson. A. Booker I Washington Ambitious boy Indianapolis. Hobbs-
Merrill. 1960. Biography of the noted Black educator and leader. Booker T.
Washington Grades 4-6
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Stevenson. A. George Carve r Boy scientist lnuianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill.
1960. Biography of the great Black scientist. George Carver. Grades 4-6.

Syme. R Juarez, The founder of modern Mexico New York: Morrow. 1972.
Biography of Juarez. who overcame the double handicaps of being poor and
Indian to become-the political leader of Mexico. Grades 6-9.

Terzian. I. P., & Cramer, K. Mighty, hard road The story of Cesar Chavez.
Garden City NY: Doubleday. 1970 Biography of Cesar Chavez. labor,
organizer and activist. Grades 7-12

Tobias. T. Maria Tallchief New York Crowell. 1970. Biography of Maria
Tallchief. prima ballerina. Grades 2-4

Tobias, T. Marian Anderson New York Crowell, 1972 Biography of Marian
Anderson, great Black singer Grades 2 -3.

Tobias. T. Arthur Mitchell New York. Crowell, 1975. Biography of Arthur
Mitchell. Black ballet dancer and director rf Dance Theater of Harlem.
grades 3-5.

Turk. M. Gordon Parks. New York. Crowell. 1971. 9mgraphy of Gordon
Parks. creative and versatile Black photographer. poet. novelist, and film
maker Grades 2-3

Walker. A. Langston Hughes, American poet New York: Crowell, 1974.
Biography of Langston Hcghes. noted poet and short story writer. Grades
3-5

Warren R. A i( torn' history of women in America. New York: Crown. 1975.
is «units of women in Mall kinds of careers Grades 7-12.

\A (Aft.. B The fabulous Ide of Diego Rivera Chicago. Stein & Day Publishers.
1069 Biography of Diego Rivera. Mexican painter best known for his
murals Grades 7-12.

Vies. E , trios Fort une Free man New York. E P. Dutton, 1950. Biography of
a Blac k Slag who had been an Afro an prince by birth and became a pro -
lui ive free man in the United States Grad-es 5-8.
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